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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this investigation is to analyse the nature of blurbs, short texts 
generally displayed on the back covers of books, which provide information about the 
book’s content and author, and praise the book by showing excerpts from experts’ 
favourable reviews, in order to promote the book and attract potential readers. 
These texts have existed for a long time and proliferated with the advent of 
paperbacks, but have only recently become the subject of critical and academic studies. 
Furthermore, in the last few decades the new means of communication provided by 
the World Wide Web have added new possibilities for advertising books, and blurbs 
have also become digital. 
The analysis in this work is therefore based both on traditional blurbs and digital 
blurbs, or e-blurbs. I have gathered a corpus of 70 blurbs from books in my possession 
and 70 blurbs from Internet sites, namely Amazon.co.UK (www.amazon.co.uk) and the 
Penguin Books (www.penguin.co.uk) website. The corpus of traditional blurbs includes 
24 classics of the British and American literature and 46 lazy reads, published between 
1985 and 2015. The 70 blurbs which form the online corpus are taken from bestsellers 
of English fiction published between 2010 and 2015. 
My analysis will focus on generic, linguistic and semantic aspects of this particular 
kind of text. 
My first concern is to offer definitions of the word “blurb”, taken from traditional 
and online dictionaries. 
Secondly, I shall provide a brief overview of genre theory, taking into account 
Swales’ and Bhatia’s findings in this field, and its application to blurbs as a genre 
belonging to the colony of promotional genres. 
Then, I shall analyse the rhetorical structure of blurbs, considering previous studies 
by Gea Valor, Marčiulionienė and Cacchiani, with the aim of identifying blurbs’ 
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rhetorical moves and their specific communicative functions: their main purpose is to 
persuade the reader to buy the book, but they may also perform an informative function. 
I shall also deal with linguistic and discourse conventions typical of advertising and 
journalistic discourse, such as the use of modifiers and elliptical syntactic patterns in order to 
pack extra information into relatively few words. In addition to these linguistic features, 
advertisers make great use of the address form “you” and the imperative form in order to create 
a shared ground with the readership.  
Finally, I shall investigate the lexico-semantic properties of the language of blurbs 
by taking into account Smoliana’s and Cacchiani’s research into evaluation and 
semantic features of blurbs. I also aim to classify blurb vocabulary by applying Martin’s 
and White’s framework for mapping feelings, concluding that their lexical resources 
deal with intensification, by making use of a set of rhetorical devices such as 
intensifiers, metaphors, hyperboles, oxymorons, collocations and accumulation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
When people enter bookshops, they are immediately overwhelmed by the vast 
amount of books located on shelves and piled up everywhere. It is a difficult task to find 
a book to read because there are thousands of titles and thousands of inviting, colourful 
covers which wink at potential customers from the shelves.  
Publishers know that the book market is ever more competitive, and if they want to 
attract new customers they must present their products in the best way. In order to catch 
the reader’s attention, they rely above all on non-verbal strategies, such as pictures, 
colours and headlines, which they show on the front covers of books. But, when it 
comes to persuading that potential reader to buy the book, blurbs come into play. 
When a potential customer has to choose between one book or another, he goes to 
the back cover and relies on those brief texts which provide information about the 
content of the book and its author and recommend the book by means of short excerpts 
taken from longer reviews, or created on purpose by the publishers themselves or by 
well-known writers.  
Blurbs have existed for a long time, even since before the word ‘blurb’ was coined 
in 1907, and spread with the advent of paperbacks. They are a powerful means of 
advertising books but have only recently become the subject of critical and academic 
studies.  
My study, rather than being an exhaustive one in this field, deals with this kind of 
text by trying to answer a few questions. Do blurbs belong to a particular genre? What 
communicative purposes do they serve? How are they structured? Are there any 
differences between traditional blurbs and e-blurbs? What linguistic and discourse 
conventions do they use in order to achieve their communicative purpose? What are the 
lexico-semantic properties of their language?  
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In my investigation, I have also analysed some of the many studies carried out in 
this field in the last decade, and have tried to adapt them to a more organic and 
comprehensive approach to the subject of blurbs. 
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1.1   What are “Blurbs”? Some Definitions… 
A blurb is a brief text generally displayed on the dust jacket of a book, which 
provides information about the content of the book and its author and recommends it to 
the audience in order to attract potential readers. It is generally located on the book’s 
back cover, but sometimes it can be found on the front cover, and/or on the first few 
pages of a book. 
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary gives the following definition of a 
blurb: “publisher’s short description of the content of a book, usually printed on the 
jacket or cover” (OALD, 1990). 
The Cambridge Essential English Dictionary Online defines it as “a short 
description of a book, film, etc., written by the people who have produced it, and 
intended to make people want to buy it or see it”. 
The Oxford Dictionary Online also defines a blurb as “a short description of a 
book, film, or other product written for promotional purposes”. 
Even the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary focuses on the blurb’s brevity and its 
persuasive purpose, defining it as “a short description that praises something (such as a 
book) so that people will want to buy it”, and as “a short publicity notice (as on a book 
jacket)”. 
Wordreference.com defines a blurb as “a brief notice that describes a book, play, 
etc., esp. one full of praise”, and “a promotional description, as found on the jackets of 
books”. It also provides the etimology of the word, which was coined in the 20th century 
by Gelett Burgess (1866-1951), US humourist and illustrator. 
The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online provides a slightly 
different definition of blurb, focusing on its informative function and defining it as “a 
short description giving information about a book, new product, etc.”. 
According to Wikipedia, “a blurb is a short summary or promotional piece 
accompanying a creative work. The word was coined in 1907 by American humourist 
Gelett Burgess (1866–1951). It may refer to the text on the back of a book but can also 
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be seen on DVD and video cases, web portals and news websites. A blurb may 
introduce a newspaper or magazine feature story.” 
1.2  A Brief History of Blurbs 
The word blurb was coined by the American humourist and illustrator Gelett 
Burgess in 1907 to promote his 1906 book  Are You a Bromide?, which was presented 
in a limited edition (some five hundred copies with a special jacket) at the  annual 
American Booksellers’ Association dinner. Participants at 
such an event had to present a dust jacket with the picture 
of a woman promoting their novels.  
Gelett Burgess, who was well known for his 
humorous drawings and writings, created a parodic dust 
jacket featuring a picture of a young woman called "Miss 
Belinda Blurb", shown while calling out and described as 
"in the act of blurbing". The jacket proclaimed "YES, this 
is a 'BLURB'!"  
Burgess had borrowed the image from a dentist’s advertisement, giving the subject 
a new name and a new role. From then on, the word blurb became popular and remains 
so today.   
Someone has suggested that the word originated with another writer, Brander 
Matthews, but, at the very beginning of his 1922 New York Times article “A Round-Up 
of Blurbs” (Matthews, 1922: 2), Matthews himself explained that the word ‘blurb’ is “a 
colourful and illuminating neologism which we owe to the verbal inventiveness of Mr. 
Gelett Burgess.” After a few lines he stressed the point, stating that some 
correspondents had even paid him the compliment of ascribing him the “felicitous 
compounding of that useful vocable”, a feat for which he had no right to claim credit. 
Then he continued providing the definition that the recently published Practical 
Standard Dictionary gave of ‘blurb’: “a publisher’s statement concerning an author’s 
book, issued as a preliminary announcement and containing a description of its chief 
characteristics” (Matthews, 1922: 2). 
Picture 1.1  Gelett Burgess in 
1910 
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                            Picture 1.2  Gelett Burgess' Are You A Bromide blurb 
In his Burgess Unabridged: a Dictionary of Words you have always needed, 
published in 1914, Gelett Burgess had given the following definitions of a blurb: 
 Praise from one’s self, inspired laudation. (p. xvii) 
  and: 
Blurb, n.   A flamboyant advertisement; an inspired testimonial.   
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Fulsome praise; a sound like a publisher.(p. 7) 
Blurb, v. To flatter from interested motives; to compliment oneself. 
Then he also wrote that “on the ‘jacket’ of 
the latest ‘fiction’, we find the blurb; 
abounding in agile adjectives and adverbs, 
attesting that this book is the ‘sensation of the 
year’; the blurb tells of ‘thrills’ and ‘heart-
throbs’, of ‘vital importance’ and ‘soul 
satisfying revelation’. The blurb speaks of the 
novel’s ‘grip’ and ‘excitement’” (Burgess, 1914: 7). 
Thus, in the beginning, the word blurb implied a hyperbolic language, effusive 
praise, and had a somewhat negative connotation. Burgess himself admittedly used it to 
mock the excessive praise found on book jackets (αlphαDictionary.com, definition of 
the word “blurb”).      
Since then, the term has been used for any publisher's description on a book back 
cover, even after the picture was dropped and only the complimentary text remained. 
H. L. Mencken thought that the word blurb could be a blend or portmanteau word 
as he maintained in his book The American Language, an essay about the English 
language as spoken in the United States first published in 1919. Unfortunately, he did 
not explain what words the blend could possibly have originated from. As for the 
αlphαDictionary.com, it states that the word blurb “appears to be the result of smushing 
two words like blurt and pub together. However, we have no evidence that supports any 
theory other than that Burgess concocted blurb on his own, a nonsense word that stuck” 
(αlphαDictionary.com, definition of the word “blurb”).      
According to Wikipedia, the blurb was developed simultaneously in Germany  by 
the publisher Karl Robert Langewiesche, around 1902, even though in German 
bibliographic usage, blurbs (Klappentext in German) can also be located on the second 
page of the book underneath the half title, as well as on the dust cover.  
  Picture 1.3 Gelett Burgess at work 
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Today a blurb can be displayed on a book back cover or on a DVD case and it can 
be any combination of quotes from the work, the author, the publisher or reviewers; it 
can include a summary of the plot, a biography of the author or simply a claim about the 
importance of the work. 
Moreover,  as has been seen in the aforementioned definitions, blurbs tend to be 
defined in a twofold way, as promotional texts and as informative texts (Marčiulionienė, 
2006), and “are considered so powerful that some literary agents are going to publishers 
with blurbs in hand to help persuade editors to buy their books” (Trachtenberg, 2003). 
However, blurbs existed long before the term coined to describe them, even though, 
according to Trachtenberg (2003), the technique of blurbs became widespread during 
the first quarter of the 20
th
 century. 
Alan Levinovitz, in his essay “I Greet you in the Middle of a Great Career: a Brief 
History of Blurbs” (2012), claims that the practice of printing commendatory  material 
written by someone other than the author or publisher became broadly widespread 
during the Renaissance, even though it took “another three hundred years before blurbs 
[made] their way onto the outside of a book” (Levinovitz, 2012). He goes on to state 
that “in the 1600s practically everyone wrote commendatory verses, some of which 
were quite beautiful, like Ben Jonson’s for Shakespeare’s First Folio: “Shine forth, thou 
Star of Poets, and with rage / Or influence, chide or cheer the drooping stage, / Which, 
since thy flight from hence, hath mourned like night, / And despairs day, but for thy 
volume’s light” (Levinovitz, 2012). 
According to Levinovitz (2012), “things got out of control” with the advent of 
periodicals in the early 18th century, which made the distribution of book reviews 
easier. Authors and publishers exploited this new form of publicity and so did Samuel 
Richardson in his successful novel Pamela. He opened his book with two long reviews: 
the first was written by French translator Jean Baptiste de Freval and the second was 
anonymous but probably written by Rev. William Webster, which first appeared as pre-
publication praise in the Weekly Miscellany, one of Britain’s earliest periodicals.  
The earliest dust jacket in existence that boasts an anonymous poem of praise  dates 
from 1830 and was found by the Bodleian’s head of conservation, Michael Turner, 
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when sorting through an archive of book-trade ephemera that had been bought by the 
Bodleian Library in a sale in 1892 (Pauli, 2009). 
 
 
Picture 1.4 The Burgess Unabridged page with the definition of blurb 
The jacket wrapped a silk-covered gift book, entitled Friendship’s Offering. Unlike 
today’s dust jackets, those of the early 19th century wrapped the book entirely, like a 
parcel. The jacket was separated from its book, and remained hidden until the library 
was contacted by an American researcher into dust jackets looking for the earliest 
known example (Pauli, 2009). 
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As the 19
th
 century progressed, publishers began to experiment with more durable 
and colourful materials for dust jackets. Towards the end of the century, editors realised 
that the wrapper was the ideal place to catch the reader’s attention with  striking images, 
as well as the best place to put details about the author, and the dust jacket as we still 
know it today began to emerge (Pauli, 2009). 
  
 
Picture 1.5 The earliest dust jacket in existence 
After the Bodleian’s dust jacket, the most famous case of a blurb printed on the 
outside of a book in the 19
th
 century is that of Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass second 
edition, published in 1856.  
The first edition did not sell very well, but it got Ralph Waldo Emerson’s attention. 
Having recognised in Whitman the American Poet, Emerson wrote him a letter of praise 
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which began with the following statement “I greet you at the beginning of a great 
career”. Whitman, who knew how to promote himself, quoted the letter in gold leaf at 
the base of the spine without asking Emerson’s permission: “I Greet You at the 
Beginning of a Great Career / R W Emerson.” Emerson’s whole letter was included at 
the end of the book along with several other reviews. Emerson, who was a humble and 
reserved person, took offence that his letter had been made public and decided to be 
more critical about the work from then on (Oliver, 2006: 282). 
Picture 1.6 Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass Second Edition 
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In 1925, the technique of including a blurb had become so popular that when Boni 
& Liveright published Ernest Hemingway’s collection of short-stories In Our Time in 
the United States, the cover, front and back, was all blurbs. Among the writers who 
blurbed the book, there were John Dos Passos, Ford Madox Ford, Waldo Frank  and  
Sherwood Anderson (Trachtenberg, 2003). 
 
    
Picture 1.7 Ernest Hemingway's New York Edition of In Our Times 
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A modern example of an all-blurbed front and back cover is that of Emma Healey’s 
novel Elizabeth is Missing.  
 
Picture 1.8 Emma Healey's Novel Elizabeth is Missing Penguin Paperback Edition Front Cover 
But it was when British 
publisher Allen Lane launched the 
Penguin Books imprint on 30 July 
1935, that the paperback revolution 
began in the English-language book-
market. In 1939 a similar line was 
created in the United States, the 
Pocket Books label, thanks to the         Picture 1.9  Penguin Books Founder Sir Allen Lane 
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partnership between Robert Graaf  and Simon & Schuster. This was the beginning of 
mass-market paperbacks. By March 1936, ten months after the company had been 
founded, one million Penguin books had been printed. 
The first Penguin book published was Ariel, a biography of Percy Bysshe Shelley 
written by André Maurois. The book information section and the author information 
section were located on the flaps of the jacket, while a list of the available book titles 
filled the back cover, between the publisher’s logo at the top of the page and his address 
at the bottom. 
 
  Picture 1.10 The first ten Penguin books 
Today publishers are experimenting with new tools to promote their books and 
catch the reader’s attention, exploiting every single spot on the dust jacket (in the case 
of the hardback format), and on the front and back cover (in the case of the paperback 
format). According to Levinovitz (2012), two recent innovations in paperback design 
are to be found in the introduction of two elements: the blap and the blover. These 
words are neologisms, deriving probably by blending. Actually, “blap” seems to come 
from the union of the words “blurb” and “flap”, whereas “blover” seems to be a blend 
of “blurb” and ”cover”. 
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For Levinovitz (2012), the blap is “a glossy page covered in blurbs that 
immediately follows the front cover. In deference to its importance, the width of the 
cover is usually reduced, tempting potential readers with a glimpse of the blap”.   
With regard to the blover, it is “literally a second book cover, made from the same 
cardstock, that serves solely as a billboard for blurbs” (Levinovitz 2012). In the case of 
Rebecca Skloot’s novel The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lack, for instance, the blover’s 
edge peeps out from behind the front cover and displays a quotation from 
Entertainment Weekly: “I couldn’t put the book down”. 
          
Picture 1.11 An Example of Blover       
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CHAPTER 2  
BLURBS: 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 
AND THEIR 
CLASSIFICATION 
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2.1 Previous Studies on Blurbs 
Blurbs are a relatively recent subject of study. However, over the last few decades 
the researchers’ interest in blurbs has grown exponentially, leading to various analyses, 
from rather different perspectives (linguistic, generic, diachronic, and so on).  
Vijay Kumar Bhatia has studied blurbs from a genre analysis perspective. Within 
his studies there are works such as Analysing Genre: Language Use in Professional 
Settings (1993), “Genre-Mixing in Academic Introductions” (1997), “Applied Genre 
Analysis: a Multi-perspective model”” (2002), Worlds of Written Discourse: A genre 
Based View (2004). 
Lluïsa Gea Valor has carried out various investigations into blurbs, focusing above 
all on digital blurbs. In “Advertising Books: a Linguistic Analysis of Blurbs” (2005), 
she analyses more than 60 online blurbs of books published between September 2002 
and June 2003 by four of the most famous publishing houses in the English-speaking 
market at the time, namely Penguin, Ballantine, Routledge, and Barnes and Noble.  
In “Book Promotion in Action: Traditional Versus Digital Blurbs for ‘Chick Lit’ 
Bestsellers” (2005), she focuses on the blurbs of the bestselling novels written by two 
successful female authors: Helen Fielding, author of Bridget Jones’s Diary and its 
sequel Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason, and Marian Keyes, author of The Other Side 
of the Story, Suschi for Beginners, Angels and many others.  
Gea Valor also dealt with book reviews in “A Pragmatic Approach to Politeness 
and Modality in the Book Review” (2000), and online customers’ reviews in “‘Great, 
Brilliant, Simply Unputdownable!’: Exaggerated Praise in Online Customers’ Reviews” 
(2008), and in “Epistemic and Deontic Modality in Online Customers’ Reviews” 
(2008). 
Silvia Cacchiani, in her paper “From Narratives to Intensification and Hyperbole: 
Promotional Uses of Book Blurbs” (2007), focuses above all on the evaluative language 
of book blurbs. 
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Sujata Kathpalia examines book blurbs from a genre-based perspective, comparing 
book blurbs by international publishers to those by local publishers from Singapore in 
her essay “Cross-Cultural Variation in Professional Genres: A comparative Study of 
Book Blurbs” (1997). What Kathpalia tries to demonstrate is that genres are socio-
culturally dependent communicative events. 
Neslihan Önder has also carried out a cross-cultural study, focusing on online 
blurbs, in “Generic Structure and Promotional Elements in Best-Selling Online Book 
Blurbs: a Cross-Cultural Study” (2011). In her investigation she analyses 95 blurbs 
belonging to fictional best-sellers: 40 English blurbs were taken from Amazon UK, and 
55 Turkish blurbs gathered from Okuoku TR. At the end of her study, she concludes 
that blurbs presented on Amazon UK have a six-move schematic structure (Move 1: 
Complimenting the author; Move 2: Book description; Move 3: Justifying the book by 
establishing a niche; Move 4: Book promotion; Move 5: Author’s background; Move 6: 
Author’s website/blog), while those presented in Okuoku TR have a five-move 
schematic structure (Move 1: Complimenting the author; Move 2: Book description; 
Move 3: Involving the reader in the text; Move 4: Book promotion; Move 5: Author’s 
background). 
Vesta Marčiulionienė, in her research “Publisher’s Blurb on English Books of 
Fiction: a Diachronic Genre Analysis” (2006), has studied blurbs from a diachronic 
perspective. Her analysis is based on a corpus of 164 blurbs from books of English 
fiction, published over a time span of 75 years (from 1929 to 2004). She analyses their 
structural organisation, content and language.  
In her paper “’Blurbing’ Biographical: Authorship and Autobiography” (2001), 
Kate Douglas focuses on the biographical dimension, since she notes that “publishers 
and critics agree that … the production and popular consumption of life writing, and 
interest in the biographical details of contemporary authors, are experiencing a notable 
boom.”  
Anna Smoliana has carried out a piece of research into blurbs from a semantic 
perspective in “Semantic Comprehension of Lexical Content of the English Book 
Jacket” (2013), where she presents a complete analysis of the vocabulary of English 
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book jackets, classifying the words in various semantic fields: book presentation, genre, 
style, book characterisation, judgement, quality, exclusiveness, embodied virtues, 
effectiveness. 
Finally, Monika Bednarek has studied blurbs displayed on DVD cases rather than 
blurbs on book covers in “’An Astonishing Season of Destiny!’ Evaluation in Blurbs 
Used for Advertising TV Series” (2014). In her study, she uses a combination of 
frequency analysis and concordancing to examine the use of evaluation in those 
discourse types in terms of frequency, dispersion and functionality, concluding that in 
DVD blurbs the discourse type is linguistically restricted. 
2.2 Blurbs: a Question of Genre 
2.2.1. Genre Analysis  
According to Bhatia (1997a: 181) genre analysis can be defined as “the study of 
situated linguistic behaviour in institutionalized academic or professional settings, 
whichever way one may look at it, whether in terms of typifications of rhetorical action, 
as in Miller (1984), and Berkenkotter & Huckin (1995); regularities of staged, goal 
oriented social processes, as in Martin, Christie, & Rothery (1987) and Martin (1993); 
or consistency of communicative purpose, as in Swales (1990) and Bhatia (1993).” 
Therefore, genre analysis, far from being a static description of language use, 
represents a more dynamic explanation of how expert users of language “exploit and 
manipulate generic conventions to achieve a variety of complex goals in response to 
recurring and changing rhetorical contexts” (Bhatia, 1996: 55). 
In the past, the term “genre” was used above all to refer to distinctive literary 
categories, but, in the last decade of the 20
th
 century, things substantially changed 
thanks to the pioneering work on genre analysis carried out by John Swales. 
 In his book Genre Analysis: English in Academic and Research Settings (1990), 
Swales defines “genre” as a distinctive category in discourse, both written and spoken, 
with or without literary aspirations (Swales, 1990: 33). Furthermore, he introduces the 
concept of “communicative event”, which includes not only the discourse and its 
participants, but also the role of that discourse and the context of its production and 
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reception. However, he claims, a collection of communicative events turns into a genre 
only if they share a set of communicative purposes. Hence, the basic requirement of 
genre-membership is shared purposes, rather than likeness of form. Consequently, 
Swales provides a definition of genre which is one of the most comprehensive so far: 
“A genre comprises a class of communicative events the members of which share some 
set of communicative purposes” (Swales, 1990: 58). 
He further states that “communicative purpose is both a privileged criterion and 
one that operates to keep the scope of a genre as here conceived narrowly focused on 
comparable rhetorical action. In addition to purpose, exemplars of a genre exhibit 
various patterns of similarity in terms of structure, style, content and intended audience” 
(Swales, 1990: 58). 
Vijay K. Bhatia has further developed the concept of “communicative purpose”, 
carrying out many investigations into genre analysis since the early Nineties.  
In his definition of genre he takes inspiration from Swales’ definition, claiming that 
genre is “a recognizable communicative event characterised by a set of communicative 
purposes identified and mutually understood by the members of the professional or 
academic community in which it regularly occurrs” (Bhatia, 1993: 13). He goes on to 
state that genre is “primarily characterised by the communicative purpose(s) it is 
intended to fulfil. This shared set of communicative purposes shapes the genre and 
gives it an internal structure” (Bhatia, 1993: 13). 
Hence, the communicative purpose functions as an overall criterion to identify text 
genre. Bhatia further differentiates between the main communicative purpose and 
additional purposes of a given text genre.  
In the case of book blurbs, we may state that the main communicative purpose is 
persuasion, in the sense that their writers’ aim is “to elicit a specific response” from 
their readers (Bhatia, 1993: 45-46), whereas the additional purposes may be to inform, 
to get the reader’s attention, to create a link between seller and customer, and so on.  
According to Guy Cook, even though the main function of advertisements (along 
with other promotional genres, such as book blurbs) is to persuade their addressees to 
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buy a product or a service, “they may also amuse, inform, misinform, worry or warn” 
(Cook 1992: 5).  
Along with Swales, Bhatia also distinguishes between moves and rhetorical 
strategies. Moves are discriminative elements of a generic structure into which a text is 
organised. If they vary significantly, they may shape another genre or sub-genre. 
Commmunicative purpose(s) and moves thus constitute the framework of a given text 
genre.  
By contrast, rhetorical strategies are individual linguistic choices used by individual 
writers in order to achieve genre-typical moves and purpose(s). Examples of rhetorical 
strategies in book blurbs may be the use of the imperative or of ellipsis,  or the choice of 
the “you” or “we”-orientation to the addressee. Therefore, whereas moves are 
discriminative elements of the structure of a given genre, rhetorical strategies are non-
discriminative elements, since they reflect the writer’s/editor’s personal choices. 
Winni Johansen, in her review of Bhatia’s work “The Purpose of the 
Communicative Purpose” (1997: 215), wonders whether Bhatia’s concept of rhetorical 
strategies includes non-verbal strategies as well, because Bhatia’s definition is quite 
vague.  
Nevertheless, it is my opinion that the category of rhetorical strategies includes 
non-verbal strategies too, since Bhatia himself points out in his 1996-essay 
“Methodological Issues in Genre Analysis” that, whereas straight-line advertisements, 
which use product appraisal, rely on verbal strategies, other kinds of advertisements, for 
example picture-caption advertisements, rely more on visual inputs (Bhatia, 1996: 52).  
Hence, assuming that rhetorical strategies comprise verbal and non-verbal 
strategies, it can be stated that this category includes linguistic choices as well as visual 
choices, like for instance tyface, layout and pictures. 
To summarise, a given genre can be identified through the recurrence of rhetorical 
situations and regularities of discourse structuring, and through the recognition of 
communicative purposes. 
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2.2.2 Bhatia’s Research into Promotional Genres. 
In Worlds of Written Discourse: A Genre Based View (2004), Bhatia deals with 
super-genres or colonies of related genres. These super-genres are the result of the 
versatility of genres. He claims that genres may develop and change despite the fact that 
they are identified by means of a set of conventionalized features (Bhatia, 2004: 25).  
A genre colony comprises “a constellation of individually recognized genres” 
which display strong similarities and share their individual communicative purposes 
(Bhatia, 2004: 57). 
Thus, he includes the genre of book blurbs in the colony of Promotional Genres, 
along with advertising, which is the most central and representative genre of the colony, 
sales promotion letters, and other less traditional forms of advertisement, such as job 
application letters, reference letters, book and film reviews, travel brochures and many 
others.   
Actually, blurbs share with the other genres of the colony the main communicative 
purpose of persuasion, and a set of other additional purposes, such as information, 
evaluation, description, explanation, etc. 
 
 
 Picture 2.1 The colony of promotional genres (Bhatia, 2004, 62) 
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When analysing a corpus of print advertisements of the hard-sell type, Bhatia 
identifies a number of rhetorical moves, aimed to persuade the potential customer to 
buy the product or service promoted. As a result of his analysis, he proposes a nine-
move structure in advertisements: 
 
1. Headlines (for reader attraction) 
2. Targeting the market  
3. Justifying the product or service 
a. by indicating the importance or need of the product or service 
and/or 
b. by establishing a niche 
4. Detailing the product or service 
a. by identifying the product or service 
b. by describing the product or service 
c. by indicating the value of the product or service 
5. Establishing credentials 
6. Celebrity or typical user endorsement 
7. Offering incentives 
8. Using pressure tactics 
9. Soliciting response 
(Bhatia, 2004: 65) 
 
Book blurbs share with more traditional kinds of advertisement most of the 
rhetorical moves (namely moves from 1 to 6) that are used to persuade their potential 
readers to buy the advertised book. Nevertheless, in a blurb these rhetorical moves may 
appear in a different order, and it is rare for a blurb to include all of them at the same 
time. 
According to Guy Cook (1992: 9-12), advertisements can be classified into various 
categories: by medium (newspapers, TV, Internet…), by product or service (luxury 
product, household necessities), by technique (hard sell, soft sell), and by consumer. 
Hence, book blurbs seem to belong to the category of luxury ads, since a book is 
perceived as a luxury product and not as a necessity. Moreover, luxury products are 
supposed to be advertised by soft sell techniques, which rely more on mood than on 
exhortation. The implication of this technique is that “life will be better with the 
product” (Cook, 1992: 10). Book blurbs can also be classified as “tickle” 
advertisements because they “appeal to emotion, humour and mood” (Cook, 1992: 10). 
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Picture 2.2 The diagram of promotional discourse (Bhatia, 1997b, 632) 
Vestergaard and Schröder (1985) provide a different classification of 
advertisements, dividing them into two broad categories: commercial and non-
commercial. They further divide the category of commercial advertisements into three 
sub-categories: prestige, industrial, and consumer advertising. The last one is the most 
widespread in our society, and blurbs can be included within this sub-category.  
Vestergaard and Schröder also use the concept of “use value” that a product must 
have for the consumer. Hence, in order to show the use value of a product to potential 
customers, advertisers must “leave the area of factual information and enter the area of 
persuasion” (Vestergaard and Schröder, 1985: 9).  
Books have clearly emotional or intellectual use values, and publishers try to show 
them to potential readers by resorting to the positive evaluation of literary critics or 
other authoritative voices displayed on book covers.  
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2.3. The Emergence of New Genres: Cybergenres 
In the last few decades, developments in the field of information technology have 
led to radical changes in various aspects of everyday life, such as production, 
distribution and reception of goods, ideas, services and information. “Computerisation” 
is at the heart of these recent developments. (O’Sullivan, Dutton, Rayner, 1998: 271) 
From the combination of the computer and the Internet, new genres have come into 
existence, the so called cybergenres. Cybergenres, or web genres, are characterised by 
the triad of “content, form and functionality” (Shepherd and Watters, 1998). While they 
share the first two elements with traditional genres, functionality is peculiar to web 
genres and it refers to the huge opportunities provided by the Internet.  
Web genres comprise both existing genres which have evolved in a new medium, 
the Internet, and completely new genres, born on the Internet. Initially, the first type of 
cybergenres may be quite a faithful copy of the traditional one, but, over the years, they 
may evolve into a variant. Shepherd and Watters call them “extant cybergenres”, to 
distinguish them from the new-born genres, completely dependent on the new medium, 
which they called “novel cybergenres” (Shepherd and Watters, 1998).  
The category of extant cybergenres can be divided into two subcategories: 
“replicated cybergenres”, which are faithful copies of the original ones, and “variant 
cybergenres”, which have evolved by exploiting the capabilities and new tools offered 
by the Internet. 
The other category of cybergenres, that of novel cybergenres, can be divided into 
two subcategories as well: “emergent cybergenres”, which derive from an existing 
genre, but whose evolution has been so radical that they are significantly different from 
that existing genre, and “spontaneous cybergenres”, which are completely new genres, 
with no counterpart in other media.  
2.3.1 Netvertising and E-blurbs 
Since a message on the Internet can reach anybody in the whole world (or at least 
anybody who has got a computer and Internet access), the advertising  industry has 
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exploited this means of communication in many ways, creating what can be defined as 
Internet advertising or “netvertising” (Fortanet, Palmer & Posteguillo, 1999: 93).  
           
   Picture 2.3 The evolution of cybergenres according to Shepherd and Watters (1998)  
Netvertising is the natural evolution of advertising on the Internet.  By taking into 
account Shepherd and Watters’ classification of cybergenres (see also picture 12), 
netvertising can be included in the class of extant cyber-subgenres, because it is based 
on a genre existing in other media, which has migrated to the Internet.  
Furthermore, netvertising can also be classified as an extant variant cybergenre, 
because in its evolution it has exploited the many capabilities provided by the Internet, 
developing into a different form, content and functionality from its starting point. So, 
the combination of netvertising and the spontaneous novel cybergenre of the web page 
leads to the extant variant cybergenre of digital blurbs, or e-blurbs.  
E-blurbs are a sub-genre of the promotional genre of book blurbs, since they share 
with traditional blurbs the same communicative purposes, but display a few differences 
in their realisations. 
Actually, they share more elements with advertising than traditional blurbs do. In a 
digital blurb, it is common to find some of the rhetorical moves identified by Bhatia in 
the case of a hard sell type of advertisement (Bhatia, 2004: 65), such as, for instance, 
move 7, “offering incentives”.  
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An example of “offering incentives” in an online blurb is the three-paperback-for-
£10  offer shown below, which is advertised by Amazon in order to sell more than one 
book at the same time.  
 
   
       Picture 2.4 An example of an offering-incentive move carried out by Amazon.co.uk 
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OF BLURBS 
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3.1 The Structure of a Blurb 
Book blurbs, along with advertisements, sales promotion letters and job 
advertisements, are a primary element in the colony of promotional genres, which 
serves more than one communicative purpose, namely the informative and the 
promotional one, in order to sell goods, ideas or services to a selected group of people 
(Bhatia, 2004: 62-63). In this light, their structure is designed to achieve this mixture of 
communicative intents.  
3.1.1 The Main Moves in Book Blurbs: Previous Models 
As regards the structure of blurbs, various studies have been carried out to identify 
its main parts.  
In her article “Advertising books: a linguistic analysis of blurbs” (2005: 48), Gea 
Valor recognises three main moves (each one performing a specific function) as 
characteristic of the rhetorical structure of blurbs: 
Move 1. Description. This move usually consists of a short summary of the book’s 
content, including the plot and the characters. Its main communicative purpose is to 
inform the potential reader about the content of the book. 
Move 2. Evaluation. This move may comprise excerpts taken from longer reviews 
that have appeared in magazines or newspapers, solicited reviews by other writers or 
some kind of endorsement by the same publishing company. Its main communicative 
purpose is to praise and recommend the book, in order to capture the reader’s attention. 
Move 3. About the author. This move provides the author’s professional 
background, including previous publications, awards won, interests etc. Its main 
communicative purpose is not only that of informing about the author’s life, but also 
that of establishing credentials. 
Gea Valor (2005: 48) also states that the first move can refer to the line of 
argument, depending on the literary genre in question: in other words, blurbs of books 
which belong to genres such as crime fiction or romantic fiction can present both a short 
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description of the plot and the characters, whereas blurbs of books which deal with 
politics, history or science tend to show their argumentative line. 
Vesta Marčiulionienė, in her paper “Publisher’s Blurb on English Books of Fiction: 
a Diachronic Genre Analysis” (2006: 62-64) claims that, although blurbs are usually 
supposed to be displayed by the publisher on the back cover of the book, “it has been 
found out that blurbs of English fiction are split-and-spread in structure, occurring in a 
variety of positions in a book, including not only the back cover but also the front cover, 
the inside covers, the initial pages of the book and, lastly, the flaps of a jacket if a book 
has one.” Then, she proposes an extended version of blurbs, identifying a five-move 
structure which comprises the following sections: 
Move 1. Book Information Section. This move provides information about theme, 
plot, setting, characters, style of the book/author, readership, genre and class of 
literature.  
Move 2. Author Information Section. This move offers information on the 
author’s life, achievements and awards, which serve as credentials. This section is often 
complemented by the author’s photograph.  
Move 3. Series Information Section. This move usually contains a series title and, 
occasionally, information on the volumes in the series, paper, binding type, book format 
and prices. 
Move 4. Publisher Information Section. This move is characterised by the 
publisher’s signature and/or logo, his address and website, and a list of other books by 
the same publisher. This last strategy sets up the phenomenon of “blurbs… contained in 
blurbs”. 
Move 5. Specialist Opinion. This move “may consist of just a word (usually an 
adjective) taken from a review, a sentence, or a paragraph.” It may appear in a variety of 
positions in a book.  
Silvia Cacchiani, in her work (2007: 4-5), suggests a slightly different structure in 
book blurbs, identifying the following four rhetorical moves: 
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Move 1. Identification. This move comprises the title of the book, the author’s 
name, the publisher’s name and logo, the book series, price, ISBN and barcode. 
Move 2. Establishing credentials (author’s track record). This move provides 
information on the author, mentioning his/her biography, awards and achievements.  
Move 3. Highlighting parts of the book. This move highlights the book content 
and introduces characters. It may also appraise the book (the appraisal in this case 
comes from the same publisher), highlight the style, establish credentials, and target the 
market. 
Move 4. Appraising the book: quotations (endorsements of reviewers’ positive 
opinions). This move may highlight style, target the market, introduce content and 
provide idiosyncratic evaluation. 
3.1.2 The Main Moves in Book Blurbs: My Own Proposal 
In my investigation I shall mainly rely on Gea Valor’s suggestion of structural 
organisation, because, in my opinion, it is the one that best captures the definitions of 
blurbs which are provided by the main dictionaries.  
Even though it is true that information on the publisher, other volumes in the series, 
paper, binding type, book format, ISBN and prices are means used by the publishing 
company to promote itself, not all these elements fall within the main communicative 
purpose of book blurbs, which is, according to Valor (2005: 48), that of persuading 
“potential readers to buy the book by providing both information and positive 
evaluation”. 
I shall consider the above-mentioned elements as part of the front and back cover, 
or of the dust jacket (in the case of the hardback format), and not as part of the blurb 
itself. Therefore, I shall adopt a three-move rhetorical structure of book blurbs, 
according to their main communicative purposes: 
Move 1. Information about the book 
Move 2. Endorsement 
Move 3. Information about the author 
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These three moves, as Marčiulionienė has pointed out (2006: 62), may be “split-
and-spread” in structure; hence, they may occur in various positions, not only on the 
back cover, but also on the front cover, on the dust jacket flaps, and, as we have already 
seen in the first chapter, on the blap and the blover, two recent innovations in the field 
of paperback publishing. In the hardback format, for instance, it is usual to find the 
information about the author on the dust jacket flaps, or on the first few pages of the 
book. And it is now a custom that the very first few pages of a book, including the 
inside cover, carry a series of excerpts or quotations praising the book and/or the author. 
This is the case of The Marriage Plot, a novel by Jeffrey Eugenides, published by 
Fourth Estate – London, whose first few pages are filled up with bylined endorsements 
(the back of the front cover alone presents eight praises!).  
Moreover, the order of appearance of the three moves is not fixed either: the second 
move may appear before the first one and vice versa, and the same is true for the third 
move. 
Move 1. Information about the book 
This move performs mainly an informative function and it provides information 
about the book’s content. In my corpus of traditional blurbs, 61 out of 70 blurbs present 
it, and it is always located on the book’s back cover. 
With blurbs on English books of fiction as my area of investigation, this move 
generally includes a summary of the plot, presents characters and setting, sets the 
novel’s genre and theme and, above all, targets the readership.  
This move is usually characterised by quite objective, plain, unmarked and 
descriptive language.  
Some examples of book description are provided below. 
“When Jonathan Harker visits Transylvania to help Count Dracula purchase a 
London house, he makes horrifying discoveries in his client's castle. Soon afterwards, 
disturbing incidents unfold in England: an unmanned ship is wrecked; strange puncture 
marks appear on a young woman’s neck; and a lunatic asylum inmate raves about the 
imminent arrival of his 'Master'…” (Dracula by Bram Stoker. Penguin Classics) 
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“On a clear night in late June 2005, four U.S. Navy SEALs left their base in 
northern Afghanistan for the mountainous Pakistani border. Their mission: to capture or 
kill a notorious al Qaeda leader. Less than twenty-four hours later, only one of those 
Navy SEALs remained alive. 
This is the story of fire team leader Marcus Luttrell and the desperate battle in the 
mountains that led, ultimately, to the largest loss of life in Navy SEAL history. But it is 
also, more than anything, the story of the men who fought ferociously beside him until 
he was the last one left…” (Lone Survivor by Marcus Luttrell. Little, Brown and 
Company) 
“Becky Bloomwood has a fabulous flat in London’s trendiest neighborhood, a 
troupe of glamorous socialite friends, and a closet brimming with the season’s must-
haves. The only trouble is that she can’t afford it – not any of it. Her job writing at 
Successful Saving not only bores her to tears, it doesn’t pay much at all. And lately 
Becky’s been chased by dismal letters from VISA and the Endwich Bank – letters with 
large rem sums she can’t bear to read – and they’re getting even harder to ignore. She 
tries cutting back; she even tries making more money. But none of her efforts succeeds. 
Becky’s only consolation is to buy herself something… just a little something…” 
(Confessions of a Shopaholic by Sophie Kinsella. Delta) 
Furthermore, according to Gea Valor (2005: 48) even though the main purpose of 
this move is descriptive, some evaluative elements can be found here too. A few 
examples of this combination of description and evaluation are shown in the following 
excerpts, where evaluative elements are underlined:  
“Set against the background of Dust Bowl Oklahoma and Californian migrant life, 
it tells of Tom Joad and his family, who, like thousands of others, are forced to travel 
west in search of the promised land. Their story is one of false hopes, thwarted desires 
and broken dreams, yet out of their suffering Steinbeck created a drama that is intensely 
human, yet majestic in its scale and moral vision.” (The Grapes of Wrath, by John 
Steinbeck. Penguin Modern Classics) 
“Gripping and unforgettable, Kyle's masterful account of his extraordinary 
battlefield experiences ranks as one of the great war memoirs of all time.” (American 
Sniper: The Autobiography of the Most Lethal Sniper in U.S. Military History, by Chris 
Kyle. William Morrow) 
“A landmark in American fiction, Light in August explores Faulkner’s central 
theme: the nature of evil.” (Light in August by William Faulkner. Vintage 
International/Random House) 
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“In this hilarious, moving and now-classic book, he vividly depicts his childhood 
life, his time as a teacher, and his first loves (after football), all through the prism of the 
game, as he insightfully and brilliantly explores obsession, and the way it can shape a 
life.” (Fever Pitch by Nick Hornby. Penguin Modern Classics) 
“Ingeniously structured and remarkably poignant, Elizabeth is Missing is a riveting 
story of friendship and loss that will have you compulsively puzzling fact from fiction 
as you race to last page…” (Elizabeth is Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin) 
Despite the fact that this move may seem important in order to promote the book, it 
is not obligatory. Actually, 9 out of 70 book blurbs analysed (nearly 13% of them) do 
not display any trace of information at all, either about the book or the author. Instead, 
they may employ several means of different strategies.  
A blurb may show neither description nor evaluation, but presents other titles by 
the same author, editor and/or in the same collection:   
“Also by J.D. Salinger: 
Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters and Seymour – An Introduction 
For Esmé – With Love and Squalor 
Franny and Zooey.”  
(The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. Penguin Fiction) 
 
Instead of describing the plot or the characters, a blurb may quote a passage from 
the book: 
“To everyone else in this carriage I must look normal;  
I’m doing exactly what they do: commuting to work,  
making appointments, ticking things off lists. 
Just goes to show.” 
(The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins. Doubleday)  
 
The blurb presents only a bylined endorsement: 
“A work of genius. A new kind of novel… After it things will never be the same 
again. It will blow you away.” The Times (Everything is Illuminated by Jonathan Safran 
Foer. Penguin)  
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Move 2. Endorsement 
When talking about blurbs, many writers, journalists and publishers identify them 
with this move. Endorsement is actually the core of the blurb and performs an affective 
function, its aim being that of persuading potential readers to buy the book. In his 
analysis of promotional genres, Bhatia (2004:65) calls this move “Celebrity or typical 
user endorsement”. This move may occur in a variety of positions: on the back cover, 
before and/or after the descriptive part, on the front cover, on the blap, on the blover, on 
the jacket’s flaps, or on the first few pages of the book. Within the sample of traditional 
blurbs analysed, 61 out of 70 blurbs present it, and 26 of them also display it on the 
front cover. 
This move usually comprises extracts taken from longer unsolicited reviews, 
written by literary critics in a newspaper or magazine, or solicited reviews in the form of 
brief texts, sometimes just a sentence or a single word, written by famous writers.  
In the first case, the name of the critic or the writer can be quoted along with the 
name of the publication. Sometimes only the name of the publication is stated as shown 
in the following examples:  
“A masterpiece.” GUARDIAN (Lady Chatterley’s Lover by D.H. Lawrence. 
Penguin Classics) 
“Gripping, haunting.” Observer (Elizabeth is Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin) 
If the blurber is another writer, the name is also stated, often written in capital 
letters. Sometimes, even the reviewer’s book is mentioned. Some examples follow: 
“No one ever wrote better about the power struggles of sex and love.” DORIS 
LESSING (Lady Chatterley’s Lover by D.H. Lawrence. Penguin Classics) 
“Such a perfect book.” Nick Hornby (Of Mice and Man by John Steinbeck. 
Penguin Red Classics) 
“This novel genuinely is one of those semimythical beasts, the book you cannot put 
down.” JONATHAN COE author of The Rotter’s Club (Elizabeth is Missing by Emma 
Healey. Penguin) 
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“A thrillingly assured, haunting, and unsettling novel. I read it at a gulp.” 
DEBORAH MOGGACH author of The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel (Elizabeth is 
Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin) 
With the exploitation of an authoritative opinion, publishing companies tend to 
confer objectivity on the appraisal of both the book and the author.  
Occasionally, this move can be carried out by the same publishing company, which 
provides its own appraisal of the book without using any external source, or combining 
it with a specialist evaluation.  
An example of the first strategy is provided below: 
“Action-packed and crammed with vibrant characters and incidents, Huckleberry 
Finn catches more vividly than any other novel of the comedy, terror, resilience and 
spontaneity of boyhood. More than a mere sequel to Tom Sawyer, it is Mark Twain’s 
masterpiece and a great American novel.” (The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by 
Mark Twain. Penguin Popular Classics) 
In some cases, the publishing house’s own evaluation may appear before the 
description of the book, whereas the external source is quoted immediately after the 
description move: 
“Funny. Witty. Intense” (The Incident and Other Stories by Marcus Bastel. 
Penguin) 
 
“A masterpiece… one of the great works of art our age” Daily Telegraph  
(The Incident and Other Stories by Marcus Bastel. Penguin) 
 
“A celebratory edition to mark the fiftieth anniversary of this unforgettable classic” 
(To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow Books) 
 
“Someone rare has written this very fine novel, a writer with the liveliest sense of 
life and the warmest, most authentic humour. A touching book; and so funny, so 
likeable.” Truman Capote  
(To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow Books) 
 
Vesta Marčiulionienė (2006: 64) names this move “Specialist Opinion”, stating that 
it “may consist of just a word (usually an adjective) taken from a review, a sentence, or 
a paragraph”. A few examples of a one-word specialist opinion are provided below: 
 
“Unforgettable” Sunday Express 
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“Outstanding” Sunday Times  
(both taken from  Elizabeth is Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin)  
 
The purpose of this move is essentially to persuade potential readers to buy the 
book by recommending it and establishing credentials, both praising the book and the 
author. When praising the book, this move highlights its distinction features and 
emphasises its exclusive significance for the potential reader. Whereas, when praising 
the author, this move underlines his/her writing skills, talent and genius. 
 Therefore, in this section, language is characterised by a great abundance of 
evaluative elements, such as adjectives, adverbs, superlatives and intensifiers.  
In order to catch buyers’ attention, this section must be visually attractive. These 
review extracts are often highlighted by means of capital letters or by a different 
typeface or colour, capturing the reader’s attention. Layouts, spaces, typographical 
features and other graphological devices are what Angela Goddard (1998: 11- 26) calls 
“attention-seeking devices”.   
Gea Valor (2005: 50) claims that “this move… can be considered the headline or 
the slogan for the book.” Recently, this kind of slogans have been displayed very often 
even on the front cover. This is the case of Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary 
edited by Picador, whose front cover presents the following excerpt by Nick Hornby:  
“Helen Fielding is one of the funniest writers in Britain and Bridget Jones is a 
creation of comic genius.”  
This excerpt is also an example of complimenting both the author and the book in 
the same statement. A case in which this strategy is taken to the extreme is the above-
mentioned Emma Healey novel Elizabeth is Missing, published by Penguin Paperback, 
whose front cover has experts’ reviews scattered all over it (See picture 1.8). 
Besides the aforementioned “attention-seeking devices”, there is, according to Gea 
Valor (2005: 59), another strategy aimed to pique the potential reader’s interest: the use 
of what she calls “curiosity arousers”, a category which includes excerpts from the 
books (especially the most powerful sentences) and rhetorical questions about their 
content. In my opinion, this category should also include the technique of using 
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elliptical sentences, which creates suspense by leaving the reader on a cliffhanger. 
Examples of this strategy are presented below:  
“A dazzling urban satire of modern human relations? 
An ironic, tragic insight into the demise of the nuclear family? 
Or the confused ramblings of a pissed thirty-something?” 
(Bridget Jones’s Diary by Helen Fielding. Picador) 
 
“ ‘Shoot all the bluejays you want, if you can hit ‘em, but remember it’s a sin to kill 
a mockingbird.’ ” 
(To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow Books) 
“All she ever wanted was a little credit…”  
(Confessions of a Shopaholic by Sophie Kinsella. Black Swan) 
 
Within the sample of traditional blurbs analysed, 33 out of 70 blurbs resort to the 
three types of curiosity arousers: 8 blurbs resort to rhetorical questions, 11 to elliptical 
sentences and 14 to quotations from the book (for percentage of use of each type of 
curiosity arouser see Appendix 2). 
Move 3. Information about the author 
This section may include a short author’s biography, other titles by the same 
author, and/or his/her achievements and awards won. Sometimes it may be 
accompanied by the author’s photograph. The functions performed by this move are 
either affective and informative, its main purpose being that of establishing credentials. 
A few examples are provided below: 
“Winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature” (The Grapes of Wrath by John 
Steinbeck. Penguin Modern Classics) 
“… Agnes Smedley (1892-1950) went to China, where she lived from 1928 until 
1941. Her extensive writings about China are excerpted in the anthology Portraits of 
Chinese Women in Revolution (The Feminist Press). Today, she lies buried in Bejing 
beneath a gravestone inscribed ‘Friend of China’.” (Daughter of Earth by Agnes 
Smedley. The Feminist Press) 
“James Fenimore Cooper was the first great American novelist, and his love of the 
early frontier and the lore of the woodsman struck a chord with his readers that still 
finds an echo today.” (The Last of the Mohicans by James Fenimore Cooper. 
Wordsworth Classics) 
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This section often appears on the first few pages of the book, rather than on its back 
cover. In the corpus of 70 traditional blurbs that I have analysed, only 8 books display it 
on the back cover, whereas the remaining 62 position the information about the author 
inside the book (for a graphic of the frequency of each move on the front/back cover of 
the book see Appendix 2). 
 
 
Picture 3.1 Rhetorical moves of a book blurb (the sample blurb is 
taken from The Ballad of a Small Player by Lawrence Osborne. 
Hogarth) 
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Picture 3.2 Rhetorical moves of a book blurb (the sample blurb is 
taken from Girl Online by Zoe Sugg. Penguin) 
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4.1 The Internet Era 
Today’s book market is highly competitive, and publishing houses exploit every 
resource, channel and method they have at their disposal in order to reach an even wider 
readership. Within the most powerful and widespread means of communication there is, 
obviously, the Internet, which reaches a world-wide market. The diffusion of 
computers, and the broad coverage of modern telecommunication systems have led to 
increasingly sophisticated methods of distribution, access to and storage of information. 
Hence, in the last few decades, new ways of advertising books have been added to the 
traditional ones, such as catalogues, brochures, newspapers, and so on.  
Web pages have become an invaluable tool for publishing firms to promote and sell 
their goods. Moreover, publishers are able, via the Internet, to offer a wider range of 
products, including hardbacks and paperbacks, and also audiobooks and e-books.  
On the Internet, besides the websites of publishing companies, other sites which 
promote and sell books have come into existence. One of the most famous and powerful 
in this field is Amazon.com, an American electronic commerce company with 
headquarters in Seattle, Washington. According to Wikipedia, this e-commerce 
company was founded in 1994 by Jeff Bezos, and started as an online bookstore. 
Amazon.com has soon complemented book sales by also selling CDs, DVDs, video 
games, clothes, toys and many other products. It is estimated that over the decade 2000-
2010, Amazon.com developed a customer base of around 30 million people. 
Forbes’ journalist Jeff Bercovici, in his article “Amazon Vs. Book Publishers, By 
the Numbers”, which appeared in February 2014 on Forbes.com, claims, quoting New 
Yorker’s magazine journalist George Packer, that Amazon.com has now become a retail 
giant that is both the book industry’s most important sales channel and its most 
dangerous antagonist. According to Packer, Amazon’s current annual revenue from 
book sales is $5.25 billion.  
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Bercovici goes on to state that Amazon receives a 53% discount from Random 
House on its books, while smaller houses “can end up being forced to give their books 
to Amazon at a 60%-plus discount” (Bercovici, 2014). 
Amazon’s sensational growth and the debut of big-box stores like Barnes&Noble 
and Borders have consequently led to a 50% decrease in the number of independent 
bookstores over the past 20 years in the American market (Bercovici, 2014). 
In addition to Amazon, there is another big online bookseller, Barnes&Noble 
(www.barnesandnoble.com). According to Wikipedia, this company, with headquarters 
in New York, is the largest retail bookseller in the United States. The company does not 
operate exclusively on the Internet and is the owner of  a chain of bookstores (658 retail 
stores and 714 college bookstores) in all 50 United States. Besides books, 
Barnes&Noble stores also sell DVDs, CDs, video games, newspapers and magazines. 
Barnes&Noble’s website is very similar to Amazon’s, providing more or less the 
same structure, information and functions. Actually, the moves are the same on the two 
retailers’ web pages. Due to the similarity between the two web pages, my investigation 
will focus only on one of them: Amazon.co.uk (www.amazon.co.uk). 
In addition to blurbs displayed on Amazon.co.uk, my analysis will also deal with 
those presented on the website of one of the most popular publishing houses on the 
English market, Penguin Books (www.penguin.co.uk), a trade group which comprises 
various brands, such as Random House and Puffin.  
Gea Valor, in her essay “Is an Image Worth a Thousand Words? Net 
Representations of the Book Industry” (2006), analysed the homepage of different 
publishing companies on the English-speaking market, taking into account the 
guidelines proposed by Willis Regier (1998) for scholarly press websites. 
In the conclusion to her research, she states that “the homepage appears to be a 
most effective platform for a company to project its image, offer its products and reach 
its potential customers”, since the combination of verbal and visual elements in a 
homepage have led publishing houses to promote both themselves and their products. 
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Verbal elements carry essential information, whereas images are complementary to 
linguistic messages, and help users to browse the Web more easily.  
Websites allow publishing firms to advertise different products at the same time 
and can attract the potential buyer in a never-ending web of links (this is one of the 
main feature that a website should have according to Regier, who, in his checklist, 
claims in point 12: “Be generous with links and links to links. Link-rich sites are more 
likely to be kept as bookmarks” [Regier, 1998]).  
Moreover, if older methods of communication and advertising were characterised 
by “one-way” communication, the Internet provides, besides universal reach, also “two-
way” or bidirectional communication.  
4.2 Blurbs on Amazon’s Website 
The Amazon.co.uk homepage displays a series of images belonging to different 
types of products, from food to electronics. Furthermore, the site keeps track of the 
user’s browsing history, showing, at the top of the page, images of items the user has 
already viewed. This is an extremely important feature because the homepage, by 
exploiting users’ previous searches, shows what consumers are more likely to look for, 
avoiding  a useless waste of time. 
By browsing Amazon’s site by department, and choosing the book department, I 
have selected the category of Best Sellers, and analysed 50 e-blurbs from books of 
English fiction published between 2010 and 2015.  
Books are displayed by title, author’s name and, above all, by the picture of the 
book cover, which has the main function of attracting the reader’s attention. By clicking 
on the cover image, the user reaches the e-blurb, which is slightly different from blurbs 
displayed on the book’s back covers.  
Firstly, an e-blurb is in general much longer and more complex than a traditional 
blurb. Actually, while the latter has to be “brief, effective and adequate” (Bhatia, 2004: 
170), because it must fit the restricted space of a book cover, the former is not bound by 
the constraints of a book jacket. Therefore, “netvertisers” are free to show long lists of 
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critics’ favourable reviews, excerpts from newspapers and magazines, and famous 
writers’ endorsements. Secondly, the content of the blurb is divided into various 
sections, which can be clearly identified thanks to section titles.  
In what follows I shall describe a sample e-blurb on an Amazon’s web page. 
4.2.1 The rhetorical Structure of Blurbs on Amazon 
By taking into account Bhatia’s generic structure of advertisements in terms of 
rhetorical moves (Bhatia, 2004: 65), the blurbs displayed on Amazon’s website can be 
divided into a series of rhetorical moves, according to the main function they fulfil.  
4.2.1.1 Move 1. Headlines 
In the top left-hand corner of the web page, there is a picture of the book cover, 
which immediately catches the user’s attention. By clicking on this image a window 
will open, where the potential customer can find, besides a picture of the book cover, a 
picture of the book’s back cover, and, occasionally, even the first few pages of the book.  
Next to this image, the title of the book is displayed in capital letters and in bold 
typeface, along with format, and release date. Below the title comes the author’s name, 
generally written in blue, since it is a link to the “More About the Author” section. After 
that, the user can find the book’s ranking (ranging from 1 to 5 stars) based on 
customers’ reviews, whose exact number follows immediately after, and a series of 
available formats, along with the respective links.   
This section is colourful and visually attractive, relying more on non verbal- 
strategies than on verbal inputs. This is due to its main purposes, which are to attract the 
potential buyer’s attention and identify the product. 
4.2.1.2 Move 2. Soliciting Response 
By scrolling down, the user can see an example of what Bhatia calls “soliciting 
response” (Bhatia, 2004: 65), in the question “Want it tomorrow?” and the answer 
“Order it within X hrs Y mins and choose One-Day Delivery at checkout.”  
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4.2.1.3 Move 3. Product Presentation 
This move has an introductory tone and is located in a central position. It is 
generally characterised by a brief summary of the plot, an introduction to setting and 
main characters, and the indication of the target readership, the genre and the style of 
the book. The main purposes of this section are targeting the market and justifying the 
product by indicating its importance and value. That is why verbal strategies are 
predominant here. Some examples are provided below: 
a) Summary of the plot: 
“In A God in Ruins, Atkinson turns her focus on Ursula’s beloved younger 
brother Teddy – would-be poet, RAF bomber pilot, husband and father – as 
he navigates the perils and progress of the 20th century. For all Teddy 
endures in battle, his greatest challenge will be to face living in a future he 
never expected to have” (A God in Ruins by Kate Atkinson. Doubleday). 
b) Introduction to setting and main characters: 
- “Meet Maud. 
Maud is forgetful. She makes a cup of tea and doesn't remember to drink 
it. She goes to the shops and forgets why she went. Sometimes her home 
is unrecognizable - or her daughter Helen seems a total stranger” 
(Elizabeth is Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin). 
 
- “Under the alias Girl Online, Penny blogs her hidden feelings about 
friendship, boys, high school drama, her crazy family, and the panic 
attacks that have begun to take over her life. When things go from bad to 
worse, her family whisks her away to New York, where she meets Noah, 
a gorgeous, guitar-strumming American. Suddenly Penny is falling in 
love - and capturing every moment of it on her blog” (Girl Online by Zoe 
Sugg, aka Zoella. Penguin). 
c) Indication of the audience:  
- “Perfect for fans of Jodi Picoult, or anyone who enjoyed One Moment, 
One Morning or The Midwife's Confession…” The Husband's Secret by 
Liane Moriarty. Penguin) 
- “THE ADDICTIVE No.1 BESTSELLER THAT EVERYONE IS 
TALKING ABOUT” (Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn. W&N) 
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- “I have this dream that, secretly, all teenage girls feel exactly like me.”  
(Girl Online by Zoe Sugg, aka Zoella. Penguin) 
d) Indication of genre/style of the book: 
- “Full of hilarious asides and brilliantly spiky lines, it's a looping  
narrative that begins towards the end, and then goes back to the 
beginning” (We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves by Karen Joy 
Fowler. Serpent's Tail). 
 
- “Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw, The Fault in Our Stars is award-
winning author John Green's most ambitious and heartbreaking work…” 
(The Fault in Our Stars by John Green. Penguin). 
Besides description, this move also contains some evaluation, by praising both the 
author and the book, in order to perform one of the strategies traditionally used by 
advertisers: product differentiation, or, in other words, to show customers what makes a 
given product so special and unusual. Some examples are provided below: 
i) “THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER.” (The Girl on the Train by Paula 
Hawkins. Doubleday) 
 
ii) “Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2014” (We Are All Completely Beside 
Ourselves by Karen Joy Fowler. Serpent's Tail) 
 
iii) “Sunday Times Top Five Bestseller Elizabeth is Missing is the stunning, smash-hit 
debut novel from new author Emma Healey 
Winner of the Costa First Novel Award 2014 
Shortlisted for National Book Awards Popular Fiction Book 2014 
Shortlisted for National Book Awards New Writer of the Year 2014 
Longlisted for the Dylan Thomas Prize 2014 
Longlisted for the Baileys Prize for Women's Fiction 2015” (Elizabeth is 
Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin) 
 
iv) “A brilliant, emotionally wrenching new novel from the author of Atonement 
and Amsterdam.” (The Children Act by Ian McEwan. Vintage) 
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4.2.1.4 Move 4. Offering Incentives 
On the right-hand side of the page, the user can find a box with the “Add to 
Basket” button, along with information about book price, purchase and delivery. This 
section also offers incentives (Bhatia, 2004: 65), by proposing a hard discount (in the 
case showed in picture 16 a 55% discount) and free delivery. 
 
Picture 4.1 Amazon’s web page: Kate Atkinson's novel A God in Ruins (moves from 1 to 4) 
In a central position, there are the “Frequently Bought Together” and  the 
“Customer Who Bought This Item Also Bought” sections, which show various titles, 
not necessarily by the same author, but generally belonging to the same literary genre, 
that have been bought together with the advertised book by other people.  
Rhetorical strategies in these sections are mainly non-verbal strategies, since they 
rely on images, colours and various typefaces. The main function is to persuade the 
potential reader to buy other books together with the book advertised on the page.  
4.2.1.5 Move 5. Detailing the Product 
Immediately after these sections, there is the box containing the “Product Details”, 
which provides information about format, publisher, ISBN number, product dimension, 
average customer review and Amazon bestsellers rank. The main purpose of this section 
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is informative, but some evaluation is also carried out by showing the average customer 
review. 
4.2.1.6 Move 6. Information about the Author 
A short author’s biography is provided in the section called “More About the 
Author”, which follows the “Product Details” box. This section may be complemented 
by the author’s picture and a link to the author’s personal website. The purpose of this 
section is both informative and evaluative, because, besides some details of the author’s 
private life, the potential reader can find the author’s professional background, 
including awards won, previous publications, etc. 
 
 
 Picture 4.2 Amazon’s web page: Kate Atkinson's novel A God in Ruins (central section) 
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Picture 4.3 Amazon’s web page: Kate Atkinson's novel A God in Ruins (author information section)  
 
 
Picture 4.4 Amazon’s web page: Kate Atkinson's novel A God in Ruins (“Product Description” 
section) 
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4.2.1.7 Move 7. The Product Description Section  
The “Product Description” section is the core of online blurbs on the Amazon 
website. It corresponds more or less to the traditional blurb. Verbal strategies are 
prominent, even though, sometimes, non-verbal strategies are carried out in the form of 
bold type or capital letters. This section is divided into three steps and includes: 
- Review 
- Book Description  
- About the Author 
Review. This step provides a more or less long list of celebrities’ endorsements, 
that is to say excerpts, taken from longer reviews written by literary critics or other 
writers, and published in newspapers and specialized magazines. The original source is 
generally acknowledged. This step is often longer and more complete than the other 
two. Its language is highly evaluative and its purpose is to praise both the author’s and 
the book’s qualities, highlighting its value and uniqueness, and to recommend it to 
potential readers. 
Book Description. This step generally includes some evaluation provided by the 
same publishing house or by the advertiser. It is sometimes an exact copy of Move 3, 
Product Presentation, and it aims to achieve the same purposes. 
About the Author. This step is often a faithful reproduction of Move 6, 
Information  about the Author, and its main purpose is to establish credentials.  
 
4.2.1.8 Move 8. Customers’ Reviews 
At the bottom of the page, Amazon gives its customers the possibility to write their 
own reviews, which are stored in the section “Customer Reviews”. In the bottom left-
hand corner, the Amazon site provides the Most Helpful Customer Reviews (since 
consumers can also vote and comment on other customers’ reviews), while, in the 
bottom right-hand corner, it offers the Most Recent Customer Reviews.  
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Their number can vary considerably, ranging from a few units to thousands of 
reviews.  
 
Picture 4.5 Amazon’s web page: Kate Atkinson's novel A God in Ruins (“Customer Reviews” 
section) 
The phenomenon of customers’ reviews is quite recent, but it has grown 
exponentially over the last few years, because it is extremely powerful. By showing 
what other customers think about a particular book, publishing houses and book sellers 
seem to gain impartiality. Customers’ reviews are a very helpful tool to promote a book, 
but also to attack it, since they are not always positive. In this sense, they offer a greater 
diversity of opinions than critics’ reviews, which are always positive and often boring. 
It could be said that they are quite a democratic strategy of promotion. Actually, 
customers’ reviews provide advertising at an early stage, when people still rely on 
word-of-mouth advertising. They also show a wide variety of registers, since ordinary 
readers can come from the most different backgrounds. Hence, beside the well 
structured, well written, precise, detailed and neat reviews, the reader can find less 
accurate reviews, which present spelling mistakes, and features typical of the spoken 
language.  
Some of them are very funny, as for instance the review of a disappointed reader, 
who had bought To Kill a Mockingbird, a novel by Harper Lee which deals with 
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prejudice in the Deep South of The United States in the 1930s, hoping to get rid of an 
unwelcome visitor that infested his vegetable garden. Surprisingly, 37 of 122 people 
found the following review helpful. The text of the review is provided below: 
“I'd been having real problems on my allotment with a long-tailed mockingbird 
(Mimus longicaudatus) eating all my seeds shortly after I planted them. Having tried 
bits of foil tied to string and finding that this failed to deter the airborne intruder, I 
decided that I had to take more severe action. Finding this guide (or so I thought!) 
online, I hastily purchased a copy, expecting instructions on how to permanently 
remove the pest. Imagine my disappointment when the book turned out not to be a step-
by-step manual on bumping off a mockingbird, but an apparently totally fictitious 
account of a court case from yesteryear…” (Customer Review from To Kill A 
Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow: 50th Anniversary Edition)  
Other examples of customers’ reviews, both positive and negative, are quoted 
below. 
a) Positive customers’ reviews: 
“Brilliant first novel. Definitely one to recommend.” (Customer Review from 
Elizabeth is Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin) 
 
“Wonderful read, couldn't put it down. Descriptive passages excellent and 
interesting to read about 17th century Amsterdam.  Best read this year.” (Customer 
Review from The Miniaturist by Jessie Burton. Picador) 
 
“An excellent book by an excellent author” (Customer Review from To Kill A 
Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow: 50th Anniversary Edition) 
 
b) Negative customers’ reviews: 
“Disappointing after all the hype. Slow and so, so repetitive and confusing even 
though I appreciate it is an exploration of dementia. Ending of both the entwined stories 
predictable.” (Customer Review from Elizabeth is Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin) 
 
“An extremely boring book I've given up reading 25% of the way through, it's 
supposed to be a classic, well it doesn't live up to the hype very disappointed wouldn't 
recommend.” (Customer Review from To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow: 
50th Anniversary Edition) 
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c) There are even neutral customers’ reviews:  
“Often studied for exams - a thought provoking book.” (Customer Review from To 
Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow: 50th Anniversary Edition) 
 
“No problems at all.” (Customer Review from The Miniaturist by Jessie Burton. 
Picador) 
To conclude this brief overview, it must be recognized that, besides being a 
democratic tool to express personal opinions, customers’ reviews are also a way of 
revitalizing  the language of blurbs, which has been characterised by exaggerated 
positive appraisal and repetitive linguistic features since its creation.  
4.3 Blurbs on Penguin’s Website 
Blurbs displayed on Penguin’s website are generally much shorter than blurbs on 
Amazon’s or Barnes&Noble’s websites, and are more similar to traditional blurbs. Their 
structure is divided into three sections, or moves. 
4.3.1 Headlines 
Like Amazon’s and Barnes&Noble’s websites, the top left-hand corner of the web 
page is dedicated to the picture of the book cover, which immediately catches the user’s 
attention. Next to this image information is provided, starting with the title of the book 
in bold type, the author’s name, the format, the publisher’s name, the release date and 
the reader’s recommended age. Immediately after, in a well visible position and bright 
colour, the user can find the “Buy Now” button. 
In contrast to Amazon and B&N, Penguin do not display moves which provide 
incentives or solicit response.  
 4.3.2 A synopsis 
This move occupies the central part of the page and it provides a brief summary of 
the plot, an introduction to the setting and main characters, and the indication of the 
target readership, the genre and the style of the book. Sometimes, this move provides 
the author’s biography and a list of review excerpts as well.  
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As in the corresponding move on Amazon’s website, the main purposes of this 
section are: targeting the market, justifying the product by indicating its importance and 
value, and establishing credentials. 
4.3.3 Product Details 
This move provides information about format, publisher, ISBN number, product 
dimension, number of pages and release date. The purpose of this section is mainly 
informative. 
To conclude this brief overview of Penguin’s e-blurbs, it must be pointed out that 
there is a substantial difference between Penguin’s web page and Amazon’s and B&N’s 
web pages: actually, on Penguin’s web pages no customers’ reviews are provided at all, 
and neither are the strategies of offering incentives and soliciting response. 
 
Picture 4.6 The Penguin’s web page: Beryl Bainbridge's novel Another Part of the Wood 
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5. 1 Characteristic features of blurb style 
Despite their brevity, blurbs are quite complex texts, which comprise different 
moves, each having different communicative purposes, and resorting to different styles 
and linguistic devices.  
As we have already seen in Chapter Three when speaking of the structure of blurbs, 
“Move 1. Information about the book” and “Move. 3 Information about the author” 
perform a mainly informative-descriptive function. Hence, they are usually 
characterised by quite objective, plain, unmarked and descriptive language, and only 
occasionally perform some evaluation. 
My analysis of linguistic features in blurbs will focus on the most interesting and 
genre-characterising section: “Move. 2 Endorsement”. This section, which is the core of 
the blurb, performs some positive evaluation by means of excerpts taken from critics’ 
positive reviews, other writers’ praise, and/or praise by the same publishing house.  
The style of these texts is sensationalistic, abounding in intensifying adverbs, 
positive evaluative adjectives and superlative constructions. They are often brief and 
concise, and they function as a slogan for the book. As in advertisements, comparative 
and superlative forms of adjectives tend to occur quite frequently in this kind of slogans. 
A few examples are provided below: 
- “Even better than One Day.” (Us by David Nicholls. Hodder 
Paperbacks) 
- "One of the best novels I remember ...” (To Kill a Mockingbird by 
Harper Lee. Arrow) 
- "Better than most fiction you'll read this year...” (A God in Ruins by 
Kate Atkinson. Doubleday) 
- “One of the most devastating twists in recent fiction...” (A God in 
Ruins by Kate Atkinson. Doubleday) 
- “As compelling as it is stylish…” (Sister by Rosamund Lupton. 
Piatkus) 
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Adjectives in their base form are often implicit superlatives, such as ‘magnificent’, 
‘brilliant’,  ‘gorgeous’, ‘superb’, etc. 
Blurb language shares many features both with promotional discourse and 
journalistic prose. Publishers, along with newspaper editors, have a great problem to 
solve: they have to pack as much information as possible into relatively few words, and 
attract potential readers’ attention at the same time.  
Since the main editing device to reduce the volume of information is conciseness, 
editors and publishers make great use of compressed style, by means of noun and 
adjectival phrases, modified by both pre- and post-modifiers. A few examples are 
provided below. 
Pre-modification patterns in blurbs prose: 
- “Stephen Chbosky’s haunting debut novel” (The Perks of Being a Wallflower by 
Stephen Chbosky. MTV Books).  In this example the  head noun ‘novel’ has 
three pre-modifiers: the personal name of the author with the possessive ‘s’, the 
adjective ‘haunting’ and the noun ‘debut’. 
- “A New York Times Book Review Editor’s choice” (Praise for The Hunger 
Games on the back cover of Mockingjay by Suzanne Collins. Scholastic Press). 
Here the head noun ‘choice’ is modified by 5 nouns. 
- “A deeply affecting coming-of-age tale” (The Perks of Being a Wallflower by 
Stephen Chbosky. Simon&Schuster’s edition). Here, the head noun ‘tale’ is 
modified by the adverb ‘deeply’, the adjective ‘affecting’ and the compound 
adjective ‘coming-of-age’.  
- “A small-life-big-dreams weepie” (Me Before You by Jojo Moyes. Penguin). In 
this phrase, the head noun ‘weepie’ is modified by the compound adjective 
‘small-life-big-dreams’.  
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Post-modification patterns in blurb prose: 
- “The war novel to end all the war novels” (Catch 22 by Joseph Heller. Vintage 
Books). In this example, the blurber has used a to-noun complement clause, a kind 
of postnominal structure.  
Pre-modification and post-modification patterns in blurb prose: 
- “A comfy seriocomic caper just right for beach reading” (The Chase by Janet 
Evanovich and Lee Goldberg. Bantam Books). In this example the head noun 
‘caper’ is modified both by means of pre-modifiers, the adjectives ‘comfy’ and 
‘seriocomic’, and by means of post-modifiers, the adjective ‘right’ + the 
preposition ‘for’ + the noun ‘beach’ in adjectival position + the noun ‘reading’. 
Other examples: 
- The unmissable first novel from bestselling and award-winning author of The 
Fault In Our Stars.  (Looking for Alaska by John Green. HarperCollins) 
 
- “A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year” (The Hunger Games by 
Suzanne Collins. Scholastic Press).  
Blurbers, and advertisers more in general, are very creative and often use new 
words by compounding two or more words. Compounds, along with pre- and post-
modifiers, serve as compressed devices to pack extra information into few words. Some 
examples are shown below. 
- “…partner-ignoringly compulsive” (Me Before You by Jojo Moyes. Penguin) 
- “A small-life-big-dreams weepie” (Me Before You by Jojo Moyes. Penguin) 
- “…this almost preposterously compulsive page-turner is irresistible summer 
reading” (The Silkworm by Robert Galbraith. Sphere) 
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- “…a state-of-England novel” (The Casual Vacancy by J.K. Rowling. Little 
Brown) 
5.2  Linguistic conventions of advertising discourse and features of orality 
in blurb language 
5.2.1 Ellipsis 
When praising the book, blurbers make great use of elliptical syntactic patterns. 
Ellipsis is the omission of part of a sentence and is generally used in spoken language 
and advertising discourse. It is normally used for reasons of economy and can often 
create a sense of informality. Elliptical phrases are pervasive in blurbs, above all on the 
book’s front cover, where they are used to attract potential readers’ attention. They are a 
very effective device, because they involve the reader in the decoding process. By 
means of ellipsis, publishers also aim at imitating real speech and establishing proximity 
with the readership. (Gea Valor, 2005: 55). Examples: 
- “A masterpiece.” (Catch 22. Joseph Heller. Vintage Books) 
- An utterly absorbing and blissfully romantic read.” (Me Before You by Jojo 
Moyes. Penguin) 
- “Unforgettable.” (The Narrow Road to the Deep North by Richard Flanagan. 
Vintage)  
- “Startlingly original and moving . . . Endearing and as utterly compelling as The 
Lovely Bones” (Room by Emma Donoghue. Picador) 
5.2.2 Address form “you” and imperative form  
The address form “you” is another textual feature which advertisers frequently use 
to create proximity with the reader.  
- “If you liked Smith's earlier fiction, you will know that she enjoys…” (There but 
for the by  Ali Smith. Penguin) 
- “No doubt in the end you will cry but you will also feel that you have discovered 
a little something about living.” (The Fault in Our Stars by John Green. 
Penguin) 
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- “We defy you not to fall in love with its main characters, Hazel and Augustus.” 
(The Fault in Our Stars by John Green. Penguin) 
The imperative form is used to advise the book and persuade the potential reader of 
its quality. 
- “Read it and stay single.” (Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn. W&N) 
- “Read it now, it is that good.” (Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn. W&N) 
- “Read it and weep.” (Me Before You by Jojo Moyes. Penguin) 
Sometimes advice is expressed by means of the phrase “a must + noun”: 
-  “This is a must read” (The Husband's Secret by Liane Moriarty. Penguin) 
5.2.3 Idioms and puns 
Idioms are phrases which people use in everyday conversation. They are fixed 
expressions that often have a figurative meaning. Idioms, along with puns, are linguistic 
devices whose purpose is to create a sense of closeness, as they actively involve the 
reader, who has to decode them. They are particularly frequent in books for young 
readers. A few examples of idioms in blurbs are provided below: 
- “Passed from adolescent to adolescent like a hot potato..” (The Perks of Being a 
Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky. MTV Books) 
 
- “Standing on the fringes of life…” (The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen 
Chbosky. MTV Books) 
 
- “Laugh out loud.” (All She Wants by Jonathan Harvey. Pan Macmillan) 
There is an example of a pun in the blurb of the novel Twilight written by 
Stephenie Meyer, where the noun “bite” plays on the fact that the novel deals with 
vampires. 
- “Deeply seductive and extraordinarily suspenseful, Twilight is a love story with 
bite” (Twilight by Stephenie Meyer. Atom) 
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Picture 5.1 An example of elliptical patterns on the cover of All She Wants,  
a novel by Jonathan Harvey, published by Pan Macmillan. 
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CHAPTER 6 
A SEMANTIC  
ANALYSIS OF BLURBS 
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6.1 Classification of blurb vocabulary into semantic fields  
My investigation into book blurbs of English fiction includes, besides a linguistic 
analysis, a semantic analysis of their language.  
According to John Saeed “semantics is the study of meaning communicated 
through language” (Saeed, 2003: 3), and, since to communicate meaning is the final 
goal of units at all linguistic levels, meaning is therefore “a product of all linguistic 
levels” (Saeed, 2003: 9).  
In the field of book blurbs in English fiction, several studies have been carried out 
from a semantic perspective. In 2013, Anna Smoliana dealt with the lexico-semantic 
properties of the language of blurbs. She analysed a corpus of 200 samples of randomly 
chosen English book blurbs, and examined the structural components both in blurbs and 
book reviews, trying to differentiate advertising-related words, which have to do with 
evaluation.  
According to Smoliana, evaluation in blurbs is carried out by words belonging to 
three semantic dimensions, referring to the value of a book, the connection with the 
author, and the effect on the reader. Besides evaluation, Smoliana identifies another two 
semantic dimensions in book blurbs: genre identification mentioned in text and 
characteristic features of a book advertised. Evaluation in book reviews is performed by 
words concerning the reviewer’s estimation and recommendation.  
By taking into account Smoliana’s work on the vocabulary on English book 
jackets, I have analysed my corpora of  book blurbs. The corpus of traditional blurbs is 
quite heterogeneous and consists of 70 blurbs, taken from a sample of books of English 
fiction in my possession, comprising classics and lazy reads, published between 1985 
and 2015. The corpus of online blurbs is more homogeneous, consisting of 70 blurbs of 
bestsellers of English fiction published between 2010 and 2015, taken from Amazon’s 
and Penguin’s websites. 
The findings of my analysis are shown below. 
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TABLE 1 
 
BLURBS 
 
 
GENRE 
IDENTIFICATION 
 
 
work of horror fiction, Gothic tale, satire, narrative, 
epic, comedy, fiction, novel, thriller, memoir, etc. 
 
 
CHARACTERISTIC 
FEATURE 
 
classic account, international bestseller, portrait, 
portrayal, page-turner, evocation, standout, 
tragicomic, seriocomic, devastating exploration, 
joyful celebration, 21st-century pastoral manifesto, 
testament, an eloquent love-letter, one of the most 
truthful depictions of contemporary rural life, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EVALUATION 
Value of a Book: masterpiece, witty, remarkable, 
colourful, tender, vital, vivid, humorous, human, 
suspense-charged, fine, well-written, timeless, 
suspenseful, precious, priceless, valuable, etc. 
 
Connection with the Author: renowned, clear-
headed, award-winning, bestselling author, critically 
acclaimed, great novelist, internationally bestselling 
writer, genius, wit, indefatigable artist, master, 
talented, etc. 
Effect on the Reader: satisfying, comfy, 
entertaining, startling, disquieting, page-turning, 
partner-ignoringly, will make you laugh and cry, 
addictive, bone-crunching, nailbiting, overwhelming, 
etc. 
 
Table 1. Semantic dimensions of blurbs vocabulary in English fiction 
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The semantic categories of Genre Identification and Characteristic Feature contain 
terms which denote the genre of a given book, predict its general subject matter and, thus, 
can identify its character and style.  
The semantic dimension referring to the value of a book contains lexemes which 
emphasise the book’s exclusiveness and may have affective meaning and show 
subjective judgement. The one referring to the connection with the author includes 
lexemes and expressions related to the author of the book, whereas that referring to the 
effect on the reader comprises terms and expressions concerning the way a particular 
book can be useful for readers. 
TABLE 2 
 
REVIEWS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EVALUATION 
 
Reviewer Estimation: funny, wry, intricate, 
complex, terrific, feverish, hypnotic, poignant, 
compelling, gripping, dazzling, stunning, 
heartbreaking, unforgettable, brilliant, fascinating, 
mesmerising, astonishing, moving, tantalizing, 
beautiful, magnificent, gorgeous, etc. 
 
Recommendation: the book you cannot put down, a 
must-read, it’s a pleasure from start to finish, the kind 
of book that reminds you why you fell in love with 
reading, unmissable, gripped me from the first page, I 
read it at a gulp, etc. 
 
Table 2. Semantic dimensions of the vocabulary in experts’ reviews  
 
The two semantic categories which perform evaluation in critics’ excerpts are: 
Reviewer Estimation, which contains the opinion of authoritative people about the 
book, and therefore adjectives with connotative component and emotive meaning, such 
as evaluating lexemes expressing excitement and positive appraisal (beautiful, 
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magnificent, gorgeous, dazzling, stunning); Recommendation, which includes words 
with component of advice and reasons for reading a particular book (“a must-read”, 
unmissable).  
Moreover, Smoliana (Smoliana, 2013: 52) classified content words according to the 
informative, emotive and advertising components, dividing them into nine semantic 
fields. By taking into account Smoliana’s analysis, I have classified the lexemes from 
my corpora in the following categories:  
TABLE 3 
 
 
 
 
SEMANTIC 
FIELDS WHOSE 
LEXEMES CARRY 
AN INFORMATIVE 
COMPONENT 
 
 
 
 
Book 
Presentation 
 
 
(the book) explores, depicts, limns, 
tells, reveals, presents, illustrates, 
experiments, enables, comprises, 
captures, displays, mirrors, throbs, 
demonstrates, unravels, focuses on, 
etc. 
Genre work of horror fiction, Gothic tale, 
narrative, epic, comedy, fiction, 
novel, thriller, memoir, etc. 
Style raw, wry, tragicomic, seriocomic, 
sophisticated, fast, fresh, satire, 
comic, etc. 
 
SEMANTIC 
FIELDS WHOSE 
LEXEMES 
HAVE AN 
EMOTIVE/ 
DENOTATIVE 
COMPONENT 
 
Book 
Characterisation 
gorgeous, entertaining, magnificent, 
wonderful, thought-provoking, 
compassionate, remarkable, 
sophisticated, unforgettable, etc. 
Judgement must-read, heartbreaking, 
heartstopping, weepie, dazzling, 
heart-burstingly, gut wrenchingly, 
unputdownable, etc. 
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SEMANTIC 
FIELDS WHOSE 
LEXEMES HAVE 
AN ADVERTISING 
COMPONENT 
 
 
Quality 
masterpiece, bestseller, award-
winning, bestselling author, 
critically acclaimed writer, etc. 
 
Exclusiveness 
debut novel, unique, rare, precious, 
priceless, etc. 
 
Embodied Virtues 
success, wit, good, power, 
evocation, etc. 
 
 
Effectiveness 
(the book) ‘offers an extraordinary 
window onto…’, ‘provides unique 
insights into…’, ‘helps shape…’, 
etc. 
 
Table 3. Semantic fields of  blurbs in English fiction and the lexemes they contain 
 
Smoliana comes to the conclusion that advertising-related words in book blurbs 
might have connotative, affective, stylistic and collocative meanings. She bases her 
analysis on various theories, focusing above all on the theory of meaning proposed by 
Geoffrey Leech in his book Semantics (1981).  
 
6.2 Conceptual vs. non-conceptual meaning 
In Leech’s semantic model, meaning can be divided into two types: conceptual 
meaning and non-conceptual or associative meanings. The latter can be further divided 
into six sub-categories: connotative meaning, social meaning, affective meaning, 
reflected meaning, collocative meaning, and thematic meaning. According to Leech, all 
types of meaning “fit into the total composite effect of linguistic communication” 
(Leech, 1981: 9). 
Conceptual meaning is the basic meaning of a given word, which corresponds to 
the primary definition provided by the dictionary. This kind of meaning is stylistically 
neutral and objective.  
On the contrary, associative meaning is more subjective and stylistically marked, 
and it has to do with personal understandings of the speaker/writer.  
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Connotative meaning concerns the thoughts and the associations provoked by a 
given word. Social meaning (stylistic meaning in the first edition of the book) 
corresponds to the meaning conveyed by a piece of language regarding its stylistic 
features and the social circumstances of its use. Affective meaning has to do with the 
personal feelings and attitudes of the speaker/writer. Reflected meaning concerns words 
with multiple conceptual meaning, in which one meaning is dominant (this is the 
reflected meaning). Collocative meaning, or collocation, concerns words that frequently 
occur together. Thematic meaning concerns the order of the words and how it affects 
the meaning that is entailed. (Leech, 1981). 
Words may be used both in a neutral way, hence with their denotative meaning 
(conceptual meaning in Leech’s theory), and in a marked way, hence resorting to their 
connotative meaning. The latter is generally used to achieve a particular effect. 
In semantics, denotation implies the literal meaning of a given word, the meaning 
provided by the dictionary, whereas connotation implies the figurative meaning of a 
word, its association with a word or phrase. “Non-literal uses of language are 
traditionally called figurative” and include metaphor, irony, hyperbole and a few others 
(Saeed, 2003 :15). Connotation gives information about the writer’s attitude towards the 
event or object described.  
In the promotional genre of book blurbs, both description and evaluation are used 
in various combinations in order to achieve their main communicative function: 
persuasion. By means of resorting to excerpts of literary critics’, journalists’ or famous 
writers’ positive reviews, publishers position the book on the market, target the 
readership and inform potential customers about the book’s uniqueness and qualities.  
As we have already seen in Chapter 3 “The Structure of a Blurb”, the rhetorical 
structure of blurbs reflects the communicative functions that each section (or move) is 
supposed to achieve.  
Therefore, “Move 1. Information about the book” and “Move 3. Information about 
the author”, which provide information about the book’s content and the author’s 
biography, but also perform some evaluation, present a mixture of denotation and 
connotation. Consequently, in these sections, we can find words used with their 
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conceptual meaning, like ‘book’, ‘novel’, ‘story’, ‘writer’, ‘novelist’, ‘work’, etc., next 
to words used with their non-conceptual meaning, like ‘genius’, ‘portrait’, 
‘phenomenon’, ‘addiction’, ‘to depict’, ‘to throb’, ‘mesmerizing’, ‘magical’.  
“Move 2. Endorsement” presents language predominantly characterised by 
adjectival phrases, formed by a simple adjective, or a combination of an adverb + an 
adjective. A few  examples: ‘funny,’ ‘witty’, ‘dazzling’, ‘brilliant’, ‘unputdownable’, 
‘hilariously funny’, ‘remarkably poignant’, ‘gorgeously romantic’, ‘intensely human’. 
The writer A. J.  Jacobs, in his essay “How to Blurb and Blurb and Blurb” makes 
fun of the fashion of using hyperbolic language and compulsive endorsement, stating: 
“I’ve given a workout to adverbs like ‘tremendously’ and ‘incredibly,’ and adjectives 
like ‘brilliant’ and ‘fascinating.’” (Jacobs, 2012: 27). And goes on with: “My standard 
blurb was an adverb-adjective phrase (‘wildly creative’) followed by a mildly to barely 
amusing comment about the topic (‘Thou shalt read this book’, for one about the Bible). 
After a while, I started running out of modifiers. In fact, I once praised a book called 
‘No Impact Man’, about a guy who tried to live a carbon-neutral life: ‘Buy this book. 
Read it. Compost it.’” (Jacobs, 2012: 27). 
Words in this section have generally an affective meaning, hence they have to do 
with the personal feelings and attitudes of the writer. 
In this light, we can say that, while nouns in blurbs have a predominant denotative 
meaning, most verbs, adjectives and adverbs have a connotative meaning, bearing a 
positive connotation even though they usually have a negative one. These are the cases 
of words like ‘addiction’, ‘addictive’, ‘shocking’, ‘controversial’, ‘bone-crunching’, 
‘devastating’, ‘devastatingly’, ‘haunting’, etc. 
6.3 Martin’s and White’s framework for mapping feelings 
In 2005, Martin and White proposed a framework for mapping feelings, which they 
referred to as attitude. This system involves three semantic areas: affect, judgement and 
appreciation.  
Affect is the core of this system, since it concerns the emotive dimension of 
meaning, which registers positive and negative feelings (Martin and White, 2005: 42). 
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Judgement and appreciation are institutionalised feelings. The former concerns ethics, 
morality and attitudes towards behaviours, which we can admire, criticise, praise or 
condemn; the latter concerns aesthetics, evaluation of phenomena and how they are 
valued or not in a given field (Martin and White, 2005: 42). According to Martin and 
White, affect groups emotion into three major sets of oppositions: 
- Happiness vs. unhappiness; 
- Security vs. insecurity; 
- Satisfaction vs. dissatisfaction. 
Judgements can be divided  into: judgements of esteem and judgements of sanction. 
The former have to do with ‘normality’ (how special something is), ‘capacity’, and 
‘tenacity’; the latter have to do with ‘veracity’ and ‘propriety’ (how ethical something 
is). 
Appreciation concerns meanings which deal with our evaluation of things (Martin 
and White, 2005: 45). Martin and White identify three types of appreciation: reaction, 
composition and valuation. 
In the case of  book blurbs, the semantic field of ‘reaction’ concerns the reader’s 
reaction to the book.  ‘Composition’ deals with words that express a book’s complexity 
or simplicity, if it is hard to follow and if it hangs together. ’Valuation’ comprises terms 
which express how worthwhile a book is.  
According to Martin’s and White’s framework, I have analysed my two corpora of 
book blurbs and classified the lexemes as follows (the terms provided are only a sample 
of the whole vocabulary): 
TABLE 4 
SEMANTIC FIELD   
 
 
 
 
 
HAPPINESS UNHAPPINESS 
 
hilarious, 
delightful, 
comic 
 
heartbreaking, heartstopping, 
sad, shocking, devastating, 
tragic, desperate 
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AFFECT 
 
SECURITY 
 
INSECURITY 
 
undisputed 
 
 
 
disquieting, startling, eerie, 
unsettling, unpredictable 
 
SATISFACTI
ON 
 
 
DISSATISFACTION 
engrossing, 
thrilling, 
satisfying 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JUDGEM
ENT 
 
 
 
JUDGEMEN
T OF 
ESTEEM 
NORMALITY CAPACITY TENACITY 
unpredictable, 
obscure, secret, 
comfy 
witty, clever, 
almighty, 
insightful, 
humorous, 
hilarious, 
bawdy, 
seductive 
gut 
wrenchingly, 
brave, bold, 
powerful 
 
JUDGEMEN
T OF 
SANCTION 
 
VERACITY 
 
PROPRIETY 
 
honest, frank, 
true 
good, sensitive, 
irreverent 
 
 
 
 
 
APPRECIATION 
REACTION COMPOSITI
ON 
VALUATIO
N 
captivating, 
fascinating, 
exciting, 
moving, funny, 
gripping, 
thought-
provoking, 
devastating, 
tantalising 
logical, simple, 
complex, 
elegant, precise, 
rich, detailed, 
sophisticated, 
well written 
exceptional, 
unique, rare, 
original, real,  
valuable, 
priceles, 
precious, 
superb 
 
Table 4. Appraisal in book blurbs according to Martin’s and White’s model  
 
As table 4 shows, terms referring to the field of appreciation are predominant in 
blurbs, according to the promotional function they are supposed to achieve.  
Terms belonging to the field of judgement are less frequent, because there is not an 
absolute scale of values to which one can make reference. In Shaw’s words “when one 
read an interested text [such as a blurb] one knows that the writer is an advocate for a 
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case, not a judge. Hence one will not be impressed by pure statements of quality” 
(Shaw, 2006: 8). 
However, judgements of esteem seem to contribute to intensification, which is a 
means by which blurb writers evaluate the book.  
Words appealing to emotions are present both in their positive and their negative 
aspects, with the exception of the sub-category of dissatisfaction. Even though words 
appealing to unhappiness and insecurity may be found in blurbs, they are used in a 
positive way or with reference to the book’s content and literary genre. So, expressions 
like ‘an eerie’ or ‘disquieting novel’ may refer to a thriller or a horror story, whereas 
adjectives like ‘sad’, ‘shocking’, ‘devastating’, ‘tragic’, ‘desperate’ may refer to 
dramatic stories.  
 
6.4 Silvia Cacchiani’s investigation of evaluation in book blurbs 
In 2007, Silvia Cacchiani carried out a study of evaluation  and promotion in the 
book blurbs of lazy reads.  
By basing her research on a comparison of the wordlists generated from book 
blurbs and book reviews, she found that language in book blurbs is highly evaluative, 
being characterised by positive evaluatives like ‘funny’, implicit superlatives like 
‘brilliant’, ‘magnificent’, ‘superb’, ‘extraordinary’, highly grammaticalised intensifiers 
like ‘very’, ‘much’, and modifications for manner like ‘beautifully’, ‘perfectly’ 
(Cacchiani, 2007: 8). 
Furthermore, she focuses on the use of various types of intensifiers, which she 
divides into three categories: absolutives/completives (e.g. ‘absolutely great, ‘totally’), 
intensifiers of an extremely high degree (e.g. ‘extremely high’), and intensifiers of a 
high degree (e.g. ‘very’, ‘so’, ‘really’) (Cacchiani, 2007: 10).  
In addition to this, she analyses the frequency and the collocational profile of the 
adjective ‘funny’, the most frequent key content word in her corpus of book blurbs 
(Cacchiani, 2007: 11). 
Quite unsurprisingly, ‘funny’ is also by far the most frequent adjective in the 
sample of 140 book blurbs that I have analysed, with a frequency of 70 occurrences.  
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A list of the most frequent adjectives that I have found is provided below: 
 
TABLE 5 
 WORD FREQUENCY  WORD FREQUENCY 
1 Funny   70 20 Thrilling 13 
2 Great/Greatest 60 21 Unique 12 
3 Moving 57 22 Passionate 12 
4 Brilliant 51 23 Readable 11 
5 Bestselling 46 24 Superb 11 
6 Compelling 43 25 Touching 11 
7 Gripping  32 26 Captivating 10 
8 Beautiful 30 27 Hilarious 10 
9 Powerful 26 28 Intense 10 
10 Fascinating 22 29 Unforgettable 9 
11 Vivid 20 30 Dazzling 8 
12 Acclaimed 18 31 Stunning  8 
13 Poignant 17 32 Riveting 7 
14 Addictive 16 33 Magical 7 
15 Perfect 15 34 Witty 6 
16 True 15 35 Unsettling 6 
17 Haunting 14 36 Unputdownable 6 
18 Heartbreaking 13 37 Mesmerising 5 
19 Rich 13 38 Heartfelt 5 
 
Table 5. A list of  the most frequent adjectives in the analysed corpora 
 
Most of these adjectives contribute to intensification, along with a set of rhetorical 
devices, such as metaphor, hyperbole, accumulation and collocation. 
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6.5 Metaphors in blurbs 
Blurbers quite often resort to metaphorical language in order to evaluate and praise 
a book and sometimes even the author. As Marčiulionienė points out, “blurbers appear 
to see resemblances between books and a variety of objects and abstractions and exploit 
original and sometimes unexpected metaphorical expressions as a rhetorical strategy to 
achieve the purpose of charming the potential reader.” (Marčiulionienė, 2006: 69).  
In the corpora that I have analysed, I have found some interesting metaphors:  
a) ‘a book as a drug’ 
- “The addictive no.1 bestseller that everyone is talking about”  (Gone 
Girl by Gillian Flynn. W&N) 
- “Highly addictive” (The Husband's Secret by Liane Moriarty. 
Penguin) 
- “A captivating story about the nature of addiction, the power of the 
supernatural, and the freedom that may come from throwing 
everything to chance” (The Ballad of a Small Player by Lawrence 
Osborne. Hogarth) 
b) ‘a book as a painting’ 
- “A searing portrait of addiction and despair set in the glittering world 
of Macau’s casinos…Exquisite…A standout.” (The Ballad of a Small 
Player by Lawrence Osborne. Hogarth) 
- “Depicting the gradual disintegration of the Compson family through 
four fractured narratives, The Sound and the Fury explores intense, 
passionate family relationships where there is no love, only self-
centredness.” (The Sound and the Fury by William Faulkner. Vintage 
Books) 
- “An entire society is limned in the pages of this book…” (Daughter 
of Earth by Agnes Smedley. The Feminist Press) 
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- “Doerr paints with a rich palette…” (All the Light We Cannot See by 
Anthony Doerr. Fourth Estate) 
c) ‘a book as food/drink’ 
- “Savour the fragile beauty of the writing.” (When God was a Rabbit 
by Sarah Winman. Headline Review) 
- “It is a novel to be savoured.” (Stoner: A Novel by John Williams. 
Vintage Classics) 
- “A novel so readably juicy and surreptitiously smart, it deserves all 
the attention it can get ...” (We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves 
by Karen Joy Fowler. Serpent’s Tail) 
d) ‘a book as surgery’  
- “A nerve-jangling and scarily honest dissection of life as a 
neurosurgeon.” (Do No Harm: Stories of Life, Death and Brain 
Surgery by Henry Marsh. W&N) 
- “In this riveting noirish thriller and intense dissection of a marriage, 
nothing is as it seems.” (Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn. W&N) 
e) ‘a book as a bomb’ 
- “Explosive, provocative, and thoughtful, but still very funny.” (We 
Are All Completely Beside Ourselves by Karen Joy Fowler. Serpent's 
Tail) 
- “…she enjoys setting up a situation before chucking in a literary 
Molotov cocktail then describing what happens.” (There but for the 
by Ali Smith. Penguin) 
- ‘a book as a journey’ 
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- “A journey of loss and discovery, this is a novel replete with scenes 
that stay with the reader long after the final page…” (The Narrow 
Road to the Deep North by Richard Flanagan. Vintage)  
- "A fun fast-paces, entertaining ride...I devoured the book in two 
days" (Bridget Jones: Mad About the Boy by Helen Fielding. 
Jonathan Cape) 
- “A literary and anthropological tour de force…” (Us by David 
Nicholls. Hodder Paperbacks) 
f) ‘a book as a fighter’ 
- “…is that rare thing, a comic novel that wrestles seriously with 
serious moral questions ...” (We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves 
by Karen Joy Fowler. Serpent's Tail) 
- “A knockout.” (The Husband's Secret by Liane Moriarty. Penguin) 
g) ‘a book as a game’ 
- “A spanking 7-0 away win of a football book…” (Fever Pitch by 
Nick Hornby. Penguin) 
h) ‘a book as a jewel’ 
- “The Chase… is a polished little diamond with facets that remind 
readers at different times…” (The Chase by Janet Evanovich and Lee 
Goldberg. Bantam Books) 
- 'A real gem' (There but for the by  Ali Smith. Penguin) 
6.6 Hyperbolic language in blurbs 
Hyperbole is a rhetorical device which consists in the “use of exaggerated 
statement(s) made for effect and not intended to be taken literally” (OALD 1990). 
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Deliberate exaggeration in order to express intensification is often at play in book 
blurbs, since their main function is to promote the book and catch potential customers’ 
attention.   
Hyperbole in blurbs is often expressed by means of a combination of adverb + 
adjective, as in the following cases: ‘hilariously funny’, ‘miraculously observed’, 
‘endlessly touching’, ‘gorgeously romantic’, ‘wonderfully funny’, ‘utterly horrific’, 
‘immensely readable’, ‘absolutely almighty’, ‘immensely dark’. 
Hyperbole may be expressed by statements like ‘I read it at a gulp’ or by phrases 
like ‘bone-crunching action’. 
Sometimes, hyperbole is combined with another figure of speech: oxymoron. A 
few examples are: ‘gloriously disordered narrative’, ‘devastatingly beautiful’, 
‘outrageously funny’, ‘outrageously gripping and entertaining’, ‘horribly funny’, 
‘achingly beautiful’.  
6.7 Accumulation 
Accumulation, along with hyperbole, aims at intensification by bringing together a 
series of words which sometimes tend to exclude each other (Cacchiani, 2007: 11). It is 
pervasive in blurbs. A few examples are provided below:  
- “…superbly constructed, ingeniously paced and absolutely 
terrifying…” (Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn. W&N) 
- “A big, ambitious, brilliant, profane, funny, deeply upsetting and 
magnificently eloquent novel of contemporary England…”  (The 
Casual Vacancy by J.K. Rowling. Little Brown) 
- “The language is plain and springy and blunt…” (The Perks of Being 
a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky. MTV Books) 
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- “Irreverent, honest, achingly beautiful and totally authentic.” (The 
Shepherd's Life: A Tale of the Lake District by James Rebanks. Allen 
Lane) 
- “Tantalising, beautifully poised, exquisitely detailed.” (The 
Miniaturist by Jessie Burton. Picador) 
- “A profound, moving and enchanting look.” (We Are All Completely 
Beside Ourselves by Karen Joy Fowler. Serpent's Tail) 
- “Beautiful, funny, sad, compelling.” (The Husband's Secret by Liane 
Moriarty. Penguin) 
As Kevin Jackson perceptively points out in his article “Blurbs 101”, “…a skilled 
blurb artist will naturally gravitate toward verbal triads, in accordance with the idea that 
three nouns or, better still, three adjectives can exhaust the whole universe.” (Jackson, 
1999: 57). Examples of adjectival triads are numerous:  
- “Funny, sad, tender.” (Us by David Nicholls. Hodder Paperbacks) 
- “Funny, witty, intense.” (The Incident and Other Stories by Marcus 
Bastel. Penguin) 
- “Fast-paced, taut and punchy.” (Never Go Back by Lee Child. 
Bantam Press) 
- “A tense, powerful and compulsive story.” (The Pagan Lord by 
Bernard Cornwell. HarperCollins) 
6.8 Collocation  
Collocation is “the tendency for words to occur together repeatedly” (Saeed, 2003 : 
60). Some of the most used collocational phrases are:  
a) Collocation formed by noun + adjective: 
Novel: powerful, new, great, bestselling, moving, fantastic, poignant, best, 
fine; 
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Book: priceless, precious, funny, touching, perfect; 
Tale: classic, entertaining, chilling, poignant, powerful, superb; 
Story: timeless, riveting, haunting, captivating, page-turning; 
Novelist: great; 
Author/Writer: bestselling, acclaimed; 
Imagination: powerful; 
Invention: inexhaustible; 
Evocation: brilliant, vivid; 
Description: rich; 
Celebration: joyful; 
Fun: great. 
b) Collocation formed by adverb + adjective: 
Remarkably: rare, poignant; 
Critically: acclaimed;  
Highly: acclaimed; 
Compulsively: readable; 
Intensely: human; 
Internationally: bestselling. 
 
6.9 Conclusions 
Book blurbs are texts which belong to the colony of promotional genres, and the 
choice of their language aims at persuading the potential reader to buy the advertised 
book. Hence, they use a predominantly evaluative language, whose lexemes belong to 
various fields appealing to affect/emotion, judgement and above all positive 
appreciation.  
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Therefore, their lexical resources deal with intensification, by making use of a set 
of rhetorical devices such as intensifiers, metaphors, hyperboles, oxymorons, 
collocations and accumulation. By doing so, they play an important role in promoting 
the book and making it more attractive to potential customers.  
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7.1 Current Debate About the Importance of Blurbs 
Nowadays a rather heated debate has come into existence: many critics, journalists 
and writers are wondering about the sense and the real utility of these short publisher-
generated or bylined endorsements. 
Alan Levinovitz, in his essay “I Greet You in the Middle of a Great Career: a Brief 
History of Blurbs”, when dealing with self-authored negative blurbs and parodies of 
blurbs, claims that “these satirical strategies highlight the increasingly common 
suspicion, nascent in Fielding’s parody of Richardson, that blurbs just aren’t 
meaningful. Publishers, however, have evidently concluded that blurbs may not be 
meaningful, but they sure help move merchandise” (Levinovitz, 2012). 
The writer and blurber A. J. Jacob, in his article “How to Blurb and Blurb and 
Blurb”, states that “publishing is a cruel business. Every month, 40 good books come 
out and 37 of them slip into oblivion. I’m not even sure if blurbs make a difference in 
sales, but I figured, if I can help a bit, I should” (Jacobs, 2012: 27). 
Jeffrey Trachtenberg in “What’s an Author To Do With No Blurb On the Book 
Jacket?; Newcomers Are Accustomed To Plugs, but Old-Timers Just Don’t Have the 
Time”, quotes various sources: author Matt Johnson said that his novel Hunting in 
Harlem would probably have faded into obscurity had its cover not carried a blurb by 
top-selling mystery writer Walter Mosley, and publisher Michael Pietsch said that “In 
the battle to capture attention, it [a blurb] can make a difference” (Trachtenberg, 2003: 
1). 
Trachtenberg (Trachtenberg, 2003: 2) goes on to claim that “Today, blurbs are 
considered so powerful that some literary agents are going to publishers with blurbs in 
hand to persuade editors to buy their books.” 
In his article “Six Writers Tell All About Covers and Blurbs”, Matthew Gallaway, 
author of The Metropolis Case, interviews a handful of writers, including Kate 
Christensen, Bennett Madison, Stefanie Pintoff, Mark Jude Poirier and Tom Scocca. He 
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asks them how important blurbs are, particularly for a first-time author (Gallaway, 
2011). 
Kate Christensen, author of books such as Trouble, The Astral and The Great Man, 
answers that she honestly has no idea how important blurbs are for the general reading 
public. “Knowing what I know - she continues - whenever I see a blurb, I immediately 
assume the writer is friends with that person or has studied with them or babysat their 
kids—or slept with them or is blackmailing them or has a gun to their head. In other 
words, I give blurbs no credence whatsoever” (Gallaway, 2011). 
Bennett Madison, author of The Blonde of the Joke, claims that he has no idea about 
blurbs. He believes that they are probably not that important. “Maybe it would matter if 
you got blurbed by someone really giant like J.K. Rowling or Michelle Obama but who 
knows” (Gallaway, 2011). 
Stephanie Pintoff, author of Secret of the White Rose and In the Shadow of Gotham, 
thinks that blurbs can be very helpful for debut novels, for which of course there are no 
reviews in place. “The best blurbs come from an author writing within the same genre, 
since they will take advantage of a shared audience. For example, for a thriller debut, a 
blurb from Michael Connelly or Lee Child is an instant attention-getter and lends an air 
of credibility to the book.” She also adds that she regularly gives blurbs to other authors, 
especially debut mystery writers, because she can benefit from the blurb as well, since it 
is another way of getting her own name in front of a potential audience (Gallaway, 
2011). 
Another writer who believes in the importance of the blurb as a means for selling 
books is Mark Jude Poirier, author of Unsung Heroes of American Industry, Goats and 
Modern Ranch Living. He states: “I do think blurbs are important. I read blurbs in 
bookstores. A blurb from an author I admire might seduce me into buying the book. A 
blurb from an author whose work I dislike can make me leave the book on the shelf” 
(Gallaway, 2011). 
Matthew Gallaway’s own opinion on blurbs is that, although the word is “horrible” 
and “ugly”, blurbs are important. He remembers feeling a little sick when his agent told 
him “in no uncertain terms that the cover is ‘the most important part’ of a book”, and he 
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goes on to say that he felt even sicker when his agent ended their discussion about 
blurbs by declaring that the process was “war” (Gallaway, 2011). 
In conclusion, blurbs still seem to be safe and sound, since they are far from being 
in danger of disappearing from the market, even now, when the Internet plays such an 
important and pervasive role in the publishing industry. On the contrary, it is an 
evolving genre, which is generating new elements, such as the blap and the blover, or 
new figures, that is to say the blurber or the blurbee. 
It is a fact that newly released books present an even more remarkable amount of 
blurbs, which occupy more and more pages. Not to mention the numerous sites on the 
Internet which explain how to blurb your own book, or the extra work that a well-
known writer has to do to cope with the piles of manuscripts that “newbies” send them 
in order to blurb their book.  
7.2 Concluding remarks 
In conclusion, although this study of blurbs is not exhaustive, I hope to have 
answered the questions that have guided my work.  
Blurbs are complex promotional texts, which serve more than one communicative 
purpose. Their main function is to persuade potential readers to buy a book, but they 
may also inform and entertain.  
Bhatia includes them in the colony of Promotional Genres, along with advertising, 
sales promotion letters, and other less traditional forms of advertisement. 
In order to achieve their goals, they are structured in moves, each one performing a 
specific function: Move 1. Information about the book and Move 3. Information about 
the author provide information about the book’s content and the author’s biography, in 
order to establish credentials and sometimes to perform some evaluation.  
The core of the blurb is Move 2. Endorsement, which is the most characteristic of 
the genre. By means of endorsements, publishers promote the book, position it on the 
market, target the readership and inform potential customers about the book’s 
uniqueness and qualities.  
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In order to achieve genre-typical moves and purpose(s), blurbers use a wide range of 
rhetorical strategies, individual linguistic and semantic choices like the use of the 
imperative form, pre- and post-modifiers, the choice of the “you”-orientation to the 
addressee, etc. 
Their lexical resources construct evaluation above all in terms of appreciation, and 
also emotion and judgement. Hence, they are rich in rhetorical devices, which convey 
intensification such as implicit superlatives like ‘brilliant’, ‘magnificent’, ‘superb’, 
‘extraordinary’, highly grammaticalised intensifiers like ‘very’, ‘much’, modifications 
for manner like ‘beautifully’, ‘perfectly’, metaphors, hyperboles, oxymorons, 
collocations and accumulation. 
Therefore, I hope to have demonstrated that book blurbs of the traditional type and 
e-blurbs share the same communicative purposes, but display a few differences in their 
realisations.   
Actually, e-blurbs share more elements with advertising than traditional blurbs do. 
In a digital blurb, it is common to find some of the rhetorical moves of a hard sell type 
of advertisement, such as, for instance, “offering incentives” or “soliciting response”. 
Furthermore, an e-blurb is in general much longer and more complex than a traditional 
blurb. Actually, while the latter has to be “brief, effective and adequate” in order to fit 
the restricted space of a book cover, the former is not bound by the constraints of a book 
jacket.  
Finally, thanks to the fact that the Internet allows interactivity and bidirectional 
communication, the phenomenon of customers’ reviews has grown exponentially over 
the last few years, leading to a more democratic and objective way of promoting books. 
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A) A sample of book blurbs from Penguin’s website and its analysis is provided 
below: 
      - Blurb nr. 1: A Ship of War by Sean Thomas Russel (Penguin) 
A Ship of War 
Charles Hayden Book 3 
Author: Sean Thomas Russell  
 Penguin  
 Format: Paperback  
 Published: 25 Apr 2013  
Buy Now  
 
HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type 
 
Information about the book’s series 
 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name 
Format 
Release date 
 
“Buy Now” button 
 
Main purposes: providing information 
about the book, and selling the product. 
Synopsis  
A Ship of War is a stunning new 
maritime adventure from Top Ten 
bestselling author Sean Thomas 
Russell, following the great success 
of A Battle Won and Under Enemy 
Colours. 
SYNOPSIS 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation 
before the description of the book 
(evaluative elements are underlined). 
Indication of the genre of the book. 
 
Main purposes: establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author, and targeting the readership. 
 
For fans of Bernard Cornwell and 
Patrick O'Brian, A Ship of War is the 
third instalment in the electrifying 
historical series of Charles Hayden 
and the Themis. 
Indication of the target readership. 
Combination of description and 
evaluation. 
Introduction to the main characters. 
Indication of the novel’s genre. 
 
Main purposes: providing information 
about the book’s content, providing 
evaluation, and targeting the readership. 
'Hayden kept his eye fixed upon the 
chasing ship...The screech of an iron 
ball passed narrowly by. There was no 
room now for error.’ 
 
“CURIOSITY AROUSER” 
(excerpt from the book) 
Main purpose: rousing the potential 
reader’s interest. 
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1794. As the terror rages in France, 
Captain Charles Hayden leaves 
Plymouth with orders to gather 
intelligence from a spy off the Le 
Havre coast. But the enemy lies in 
wait. In the foulest of weather, 
Hayden's seamanship is tested to the 
limit and a terrifying cat and mouse 
chase begins. 
Faced with a powerful French 
squadron Hayden knows he must 
elude capture at any cost. In his 
possession are details of an imminent 
attack on British soil which must be 
delivered before all is lost. Ahead lie 
shipwrecks, storms, battles and 
dramatic escapes - and at the centre of 
it all, the courage and heroism of a 
lone captain . . . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content. 
A Ship of War is the brilliant third tale 
in the epic maritime adventures of 
Charles Hayden. A masterpiece 
already rivalling the stories of Bernard 
Cornwell and Patrick O'Brian. 
Publishing house’s own evaluation after 
the description of the book (evaluative 
elements are underlined). 
Main purpose: establishing credentials 
praising the book. 
 
Praise for Sean Thomas Russell: 
'An unqualified seal of approval. This 
is gloriously readable stuff.' The 
Bookseller 
'Russell's encyclopaedic command of 
nautical lore, joined to his rare ability 
to spin a ripping yarn, combine to 
place the reader right in the middle of 
the action, of which there is plenty.' 
Neal Stephenson (author) 
'Well-written, plenty of adventure . . . 
places the reader in the midst of the 
action of battle.' Marine Society 
 
 
 
 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
Sean Thomas Russell is a lifelong 
sailor whose passion for the sea - and 
his love of nautical history - inspired 
the adventures of Charles Hayden. A 
Ship of War follows bestsellers A 
Battle Won and Under Enemy 
 
AUTHOR’S BIOGRAPHY  
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Colours. Sean lives on Vancouver 
Island. 
 
- Blurb nr. 2: Rainbow Six by Tom Clancy (Penguin) 
 
Rainbow Six 
Author: Tom Clancy  
 Penguin  
 Format: Paperback  
 Published: 05 Dec 2013  
Buy Now  
 
HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type 
 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name 
Format 
Release date 
 
“Buy Now” button 
 
Main purposes: providing information 
about the book, and selling the product. 
 
Synopsis  
Rainbow Six is a nerve-shredding 
thriller from international 
bestseller, Tom Clancy. 
 
SYNOPSIS 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation before 
the description of the book. Evaluative 
elements are underlined. 
Indication of the genre and the style of 
the book. 
 
Main purposes: establishing credentials, 
both praising the book and the author, 
and targeting the readership. 
 
Newly named head of an elite 
multinational task force, John Clark 
faces the world's greatest fear: 
international terrorism. And 
following each terrifying new 
outbreak - the ghosts from his own 
past.  
The challenge of a new mission is just 
what Clark needs, but the 
opportunities come faster than he 
expected. Hostage-taking at a Swiss 
bank. The kidnapping of an 
international trader. Carnage at a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content 
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theme park in Spain. Each incident 
seems separate, yet the timing 
disturbs Clark. 
 
Is there a connection? Is he being 
tested? Or is there a bigger threat out 
there, from terrorists so extreme that 
no government is ready to admit their 
existence. 
 
 
“CURIOSITY AROUSERS” 
(questions about the book’s content) 
 
Main purpose: rousing the potential 
reader’s interest. 
 
Rainbow Six is Tom Clancy at his 
thrilling best, and is the second John 
Clark novel. Clancy is also the author 
of international bestsellers Against All 
Enemies, Dead or Alive and Locked 
On. 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation after 
the description of the book (evaluative 
elements are underlined).  
 
Main purpose: establishing credentials, 
both praising the book and the author. 
 
 
Praise for Tom Clancy: 
'The action scenes are superlative, 
and the complex, multi-stranded 
narrative is orchestrated with Bach-
like precision' Evening Standard 
'The action comes thick and fast' The 
Times 
'Action packed and full of guns and 
suspense . . . a skilfully crafted plot 
and high readability' Express 
 
 
 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
 
Thirty years ago, Tom Clancy was a 
Maryland insurance broker with a 
passion for naval history. His first 
novel, The Hunt for Red October, 
catapulted on to the New York Times 
bestseller list after President Reagan 
pronounced it 'the perfect yarn'. Since 
then Clancy has established himself 
as an undisputed master at blending 
exceptional realism and authenticity, 
intricate plotting and razor-sharp 
suspense.  
 
 
 
 
AUTHOR’S BIOGRAPHY 
 
Main purposes: establishing credentials 
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- Blurb nr. 3: Billy Liar by Keith Waterhouse (Penguin) 
 
 
Billy Liar 
Author: Keith Waterhouse  
 Penguin  
 Format: Paperback  
 Published: 01 Apr 2010  
 Series: Penguin Decades 
Buy Now  
 
HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type 
 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name 
Format 
Release date 
Indication of the series 
 
“Buy Now” button 
 
Main purposes: providing 
information about the book, and 
selling the product. 
 
Synopsis  
Penguin Decades bring you the novels 
that helped shape modern Britain. 
When they were published, some were 
bestsellers, some were considered 
scandalous, and others were simply 
misunderstood. All represent their time 
and helped define their generation, 
while today each is considered a 
landmark work of storytelling. 
 
SYNOPSIS 
 
Information about the series with a 
few evaluative elements. 
 
Main purposes: introducing the 
series and establishing credentials. 
Keith Waterhouse's Billy Liar was 
published in 1959, and captures brilliantly 
the claustrophobic atmosphere of a small 
town. It tells the story of Billy Fisher, a 
Yorkshire teenager unable to stop lying - 
especially to his three girlfriends. Trapped 
by his boring job and working-class 
parents, Billy finds that his only 
happiness lies in grand plans for his 
future and fantastical day-dreams of the 
fictional country Ambrosia. 
 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE 
PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a 
description of the book’s content and 
carrying out some evaluation. 
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- Blurb nr. 4 The Guns Of August by Barbara Tuchman (Penguin) 
 
 
The Guns of August 
The Classic Bestselling Account of the 
Outbreak of the First World War 
Author: Barbara Tuchman  
 Penguin  
 Format: Paperback  
 Published: 05 Jun 2014  
Buy Now  
 
HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type  
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation 
that functions as a “slogan” for the 
book. 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name 
Format 
Release date 
 
“Buy Now” button 
 
Main purposes: providing 
information about the book, and 
selling the product. 
Synopsis  
War pressed against every frontier. 
Suddenly dismayed, governments 
struggled and twisted to fend it off. It 
was no use . . . 
 
 
Quotation from the book that 
functions as “CURIOSITY 
AROUSER” instead of the 
description of the plot. 
Main purpose: rousing the potential 
reader’s interest. 
 
Barbara Tuchman's universally 
acclaimed, Pulitzer prize-winning account 
of how the first thirty days of battle 
determined the course of the First World 
War is to this day revered as the classic 
account of the conflict's opening. From 
the precipitous plunge into war and the 
brutal and bloody battles of August 1914, 
Tuchman shows how events were 
propelled by a horrific logic which swept 
all sides up in its unstoppable momentum. 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation 
and description of the book 
(evaluative elements are underlined). 
Indication of the genre of the book. 
 
Main purpose: providing 
information about the book’s content, 
carrying out some evaluation, and 
establishing credentials. 
 
B) A sample of book blurbs from Amazon UK’s website and its analysis is provided 
below: 
- Blurb nr. 1 Us by David Nicholls (Hodder Paperbacks) 
 HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type and 
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Us  Paperback – 7 May 2015  
 
by David Nicholls (Author)  
 
Publisher: Hodder Paperbacks  
(7 May 2015) 
 
release date 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name and format 
Release date 
 
Main purpose: providing information 
about the book. 
 
David Nicholls brings to bear all the 
wit and intelligence that graced ONE 
DAY in this brilliant, bittersweet novel 
about love and family, husbands and 
wives, parents and children. Longlisted 
for the Man Booker Prize for Fiction 
2014. 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation 
before the description of the book 
(evaluative elements are underlined). 
Indication of the genre and the style of 
the book. 
 
Main purposes: establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author, and targeting the 
readership. 
this move also contains some 
evaluation, by praising both the author 
and the book, in order to perform one 
of the strategies traditionally used by 
advertisers: product differentiation, or, 
in other words, to show customers 
what makes a given product so special 
and unusual. 
Douglas Petersen understands his wife's 
need to 'rediscover herself' now that 
their son is leaving home.  
He just thought they'd be doing their 
rediscovering together. 
So when Connie announces that she 
will be leaving, too, he resolves to make 
their last family holiday into the trip of 
a lifetime: one that will draw the three 
of them closer, and win the respect of 
his son. One that will make Connie fall 
in love with him all over again. 
The hotels are booked, the tickets 
bought, the itinerary planned and 
printed. 
What could possibly go wrong? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content  
 
 
 
 
“CURIOSITY AROUSER” 
(question about the book’s content) 
 
Main purpose: rousing the potential 
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 reader’s interest. 
 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 
REVIEW 
 
Even better than One Day. (The Times) 
 
I was having to ration myself for fear of 
coming to the end too soon. (Mail on 
Sunday) 
 
I loved this book. Funny, sad, tender: 
for anyone who wants to know what 
happens after the Happy Ever After. 
(Jojo Moyes) 
 
A literary and anthropological tour de 
force . . . astute and packed with 
brilliant observations, about life, art, 
culture and the infinite possibilities for 
human disappointment. I honestly can't 
imagine loving a novel much more. 
(Christina Patterson The Sunday Times) 
 
The kind of book that reminds us what 
it means to be alive. (Good 
Housekeeping) 
 
US is a perfect book. (Independent)  
 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
SECTION 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
 
BOOK DESCRIPTION 
 
The Man Booker Prize-longlisted 
follow-up to the multimillion-copy 
bestselling ONE DAY.  
 
BOOK DESCRIPTION SECTION 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation. 
 
Main purpose: establishing 
credentials. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Galaxy Book Award-winner (ONE 
DAY), Richard & Judy bestseller 
(STARTER FOR TEN), BAFTA 
Award nominee (GREAT 
EXPECTATIONS) and now Man 
Booker Longlisted (US) author David 
Nicholls trained as an actor before 
making the switch to writing.  
 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR SECTION 
 
Brief author’s biography. 
 
Main purpose: establishing 
credentials 
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As well as his multimillion-copy 
bestselling novels STARTER FOR 
TEN, THE UNDERSTUDY and ONE 
DAY, David is a scriptwriter whose 
credits include the TV series Cold Feet, 
Rescue Me, I Saw You, the TV movies 
The 7:39 and Aftersun, and screenplays 
for Far From the Madding Crowd, 
Great Expectations, Tess of the 
D'Urbervilles and When Did You Last 
See Your Father? 
He has also written the screenplays for 
the film adaptations of his own novels, 
STARTER FOR TEN (2006) which 
starred James McAvoy and ONE DAY 
(2010), starring Jim Sturgess and Anne 
Hathaway. 
 
- Blurb 2 The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins (Doubleday) 
 
The Girl on the Train Hardcover – 15 
Jan 2015  
by Paula Hawkins (Author)  
Publisher: Doubleday  
First Edition (15 Jan. 2015) 
 
HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type, format 
and release date 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name  
Release date 
Main purpose: providing information 
about the book. 
THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER. 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation. 
Main purpose: establishing 
credentials. 
YOU DON'T KNOW HER. BUT SHE 
KNOWS YOU. 
“CURIOSITY AROUSER” 
Main purpose: rousing the potential 
reader’s interest. 
 
Rear Window meets Gone Girl, in this 
exceptional and startling 
psychological thriller 
'Gripping, enthralling - a top-notch 
thriller and a compulsive read'  
S J WATSON, bestselling author of 
Before I Go To Sleep 
ENDORSEMENTS  
Evaluation is carried out by the same 
publishing house and by celebrities. 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials praising the book. 
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Rachel catches the same commuter train 
every morning. She knows it will wait at 
the same signal each time, overlooking a 
row of back gardens. She’s even started 
to feel like she knows the people who 
live in one of the houses. ‘Jess and 
Jason’, she calls them. Their life – as she 
sees it – is perfect. If only Rachel could 
be that happy. 
And then she sees something shocking. 
It’s only a minute until the train moves 
on, but it’s enough.  
Now everything’s changed. Now Rachel 
has a chance to become a part of the 
lives she’s only watched from afar. 
Now they’ll see; she’s much more than 
just the girl on the train… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE 
PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a 
description of the book’s content  
 
 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 
REVIEW 
"Really great suspense novel. Kept me 
up most of the night. The alcoholic 
narrator is dead perfect." (STEPHEN 
KING) 
 
"The thriller scene will have to up its 
game if it's to match Hawkins this year" 
(Observer) 
 
"A complex and increasingly chilling 
tale courtesy of a number of first-person 
narratives that will wrong-foot even the 
most experienced of crime fiction 
readers" (Irish Times) 
 
"Achieves a sinister poetry . . . Hawkins 
keeps the nastiest twist for last" 
(Financial Times) 
 
"Hawkins' masterful deployment of 
unwittingly unreliable narration to evoke 
the aftershocks of abuse and trauma is a 
powerful way of exploring women's 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
SECTION 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
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marginalization" (Huffington Post)  
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR    
Paula Hawkins worked as a journalist 
for fifteen years before turning her hand 
to fiction.  
Born and brought up in Zimbabwe, 
Paula moved to London in 1989 and has 
lived there ever since. The Girl on the 
Train is her first thriller. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR SECTION 
 
Brief author’s biography. 
 
Main purpose: establishing 
credentials 
 
- Blurb nr. 3 The Children Act by Ian McEwan (Vintage) 
 
The Children Act Paperback – 9 
Apr 2015  
 
by Ian McEwan (Author )  
Publisher: Vintage (9 April 2015) 
 
*Three Paperbacks for £10 Offer 
 
HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type, format and 
release date 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name and release date 
 
“INCENTIVE” (special offer) 
 
Main purposes: providing information 
about the book and making it more 
desirable by offering an incentive. 
A brilliant, emotionally wrenching 
new novel from the author of 
Atonement and Amsterdam. 
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation before 
the description of the book (evaluative 
elements are underlined). 
 
Main purposes: establishing credentials, 
both praising the book and the author. 
Fiona Maye, a leading High Court 
judge, renowned for her fierce 
intelligence and sensitivity is called 
on to try an urgent case. For religious 
reasons, a seventeen-year-old boy is 
refusing the medical treatment that 
could save his life. Time is running 
out. 
She visits the boy in hospital – an 
encounter which stirs long-buried 
feelings in her and powerful new 
emotions in the boy. But it is Fiona 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content  
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who must ultimately decide whether 
he lives or dies and her judgement 
will have momentous consequences 
for them both. 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 
REVIEW 
 
"Compulsively readable... McEwan’s 
prose keeps its cutting edge and his 
books are the ones the reading public 
still crave… A masterly balance 
between research and imagination… 
One feels an immediate pleasure in 
returning to prose of uncommon 
clarity, unshowiness and control" 
(The Times) 
 
"Classic McEwan… It’s a pleasure 
from start to finish, one not to be 
interrupted" (Guardian) 
 
"A powerful, humane novel" 
(Evening Standard) 
 
"One of the finest writers alive" 
(Sunday Times) 
 
"McEwan writes as beautifully and 
elegantly as ever, his prose 
quintessentially English in its 
restraint, one meticulously chosen 
word hinting at depths of emotion" 
(Washington Post) 
 
"A finely written, engaging read… 
Poignant, challenging and lyrical" 
(Sunday Express) 
 
"A class act by one of our finest 
novelists." (Viv Groskop Red) 
 
"A compelling moral dilemma [with] 
a moving and heartfelt denouement." 
(Tatler) 
 
"Shows McEwan as a master of 
fiction." (Olivia Cole GQ) 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
SECTION 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
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"It is one most extraordinary, 
powerful, moving reading 
experiences of my life. It is an utterly 
remarkable novel, delicately 
balanced, perfectly crafted, 
beautifully written." (Alberto 
Manguel)  
 
BOOK DESCRIPTION 
 
A brilliant, emotionally wrenching 
new novel from the author of 
Atonement and Amsterdam.  
 
Repetition of the publishing house’s own 
evaluation (evaluative elements are 
underlined). 
 
Main purposes: establishing credentials, 
both praising the book and the author. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 
Ian McEwan is a critically acclaimed 
author of short stories and novels for 
adults, as well as The Daydreamer, a 
children's novel illustrated by 
Anthony Browne. His first published 
work, a collection of short stories, 
First Love, Last Rites, won the 
Somerset Maugham Award. His 
novels include The Child in Time, 
which won the 1987 Whitbread Novel 
of the Year Award, The Cement 
Garden, Enduring Love, Amsterdam, 
which won the 1998 Booker Prize, 
Atonement, Saturday, On Chesil 
Beach, Solar and Sweet Tooth.  
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR SECTION 
 
Brief author’s biography. 
 
Main purpose: establishing credentials 
 
- Blurb nr. 4 Me Before you by Jojo Moyes (Michael Joseph) 
 
 
Me Before You Paperback – 5 Jan 
2012  
by Jojo Moyes (Author)  
Publisher: Michael Joseph (5 Jan. 
2012) 
 
HEADLINES 
 
Title of the book in bold type, format and 
release date 
Author’s name with link to his/her 
biography 
Publisher’s name and release date 
 
Main purpose: providing information 
about the book. 
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The heartbreaking novel of the 
year from Jojo Moyes proves 
you're never too old or young to cry  
 
Publishing house’s own evaluation before 
the description of the book (evaluative 
elements are underlined). 
Address form “you” and indication of the 
readership. 
Main purpose: establishing credentials, 
creating proximity with the reader, and 
targeting the readership. 
. 
Lou Clark knows lots of things. She 
knows how many footsteps there are 
between the bus stop and home. She 
knows she likes working in The 
Buttered Bun tea shop and she knows 
she might not love her boyfriend 
Patrick.  
What Lou doesn't know is she's about 
to lose her job or that knowing what's 
coming is what keeps her sane.  
Will Traynor knows his motorcycle 
accident took away his desire to live. 
He knows everything feels very small 
and rather joyless now and he knows 
exactly how he's going to put a stop 
to that. 
What Will doesn't know is that Lou is 
about to burst into his world in a riot 
of colour. And neither of them knows 
they're going to change the other for 
all time. 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content  
 
 
Praise for Me Before You 
'Poignant . . . heartfelt . . . Me Before 
You, at it's heart, is about two people 
who properly listen to each other; it is 
something good' - The Independent 
on Sunday  
'A disarmingly moving love story . . . 
a lovely novel, both nontraditional 
and enthralling' - Publishers Weekly  
'A compelling novel of life and death 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
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decisions and unlikely affections. It's 
magical and heartbreaking, but 
doesn't shy away from difficult 
emotional realities. Waterproof 
mascara essential' - Marie Claire  
'When I finished this novel, I didn't 
want to review it: I wanted to reread 
it . . . An affair to remember' - Liesl 
Schillinger, The New York Times 
Book Review 
'This truly beautiful story made us 
laugh, smile and sob like a baby - you 
simply have to read it ' Closer  
'Heartbreaking, soul-searching and 
utterly compelling' - Easy Living  
'Compelling, moving and absorbing. 
It's also a real weepie' - Daily Express  
'Destined to be the novel that friends 
press upon each other more than any 
other next year, it is a tremendous 
example of what commercial fiction 
can do when in the hands of an 
expert. Moyes does a majestic job of 
conjuring a cast of characters who are 
charismatic, credible and utterly 
compelling; Lou and Will are a 
couple who readers will take to their 
hearts as they did One Day's Emma 
and Dex' - The Independent  
'Funny, believable and heartbreaking, 
this is sure to be the weepy of 2012' - 
Woman's Own  
'Poignant and beautifully written, this 
book will stay with you long after 
you've put it down' - Star Magazine  
'A compelling portrait of an unlikely 
couple' - The Independent  
'Me Before You is a page-turner that 
sucks the reader into caring about the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
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fate of the heroine . . . By turns funny 
and moving but never predictable. 
The plot contains a number of 
surprises and raises thoughtful 
question' - USA Today  
'A perceptive and moving tale' - The 
Independent  
'Funny, surprising and heartbreaking, 
populated with characters who are 
affecting and amusing . . . This is a 
thought-provoking, thoroughly 
entertaining novel that captures the 
complexity of love' - People  
'Beautifully written' - The Sun  
'Another powerful love story. A 
deftly plotted narrative populated 
with likeable engaging characters . . . 
a bittersweet story about love, 
learning and letting go. It's a 
tremendous read and I loved it' - 
Daily Mail  
'Keep the tissues close as Jojo Moyes 
returns with Me Before You, a 
heartbreaking yet ultimately uplifting 
tale about the relationship between an 
embittered quadriplegic man and the 
carer who is trying to give him a 
reason to live' - Good Housekeeping  
'An unlikely love story . . . To be 
devoured like candy, between tears' - 
O, The Oprah Magazine  
'Read it and weep: Heartbreak 
collides with humour in Jojo Moyes's 
Me Before You' - Good Housekeeping 
USA  
'Jojo Moyes has done it again with 
this funny, touching tale that is 
impossible to put down. Make sure 
you have a box of tissues to hand!' - 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LIST OF REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
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Candis  
'At last, a new Moyes novel - and it's 
a triumph. Her story of love 
blossoming in the most unlikely of 
ways packs such an emotional punch, 
you'll need a box of tissues' - Elle  
'Jojo Moyes's poignantly romantic 
tales have readers streaming their way 
through boxes of Kleenex . . . Me 
Before You is compelling reading...a 
profound, fundamental, thought-
provoking conundrum lies at the heart 
of the story, a huge moral dilemma, 
explored with great fictional finesse. 
Devotees of Jojo Moyes and 
newcomers alike will settle into this 
entertaining book with gusto' - 
Sunday Express  
'Romantic, thought-provoking tear-
jerker than you won't be able to put 
down' - Woman & Home 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 
Jojo Moyes is a novelist and a 
journalist. She worked at the 
Independent for ten years before 
leaving to write full-time. Her 
previous novels have all been 
critically acclaimed and include Me 
Before You, The Girl You Left Behind 
and the Sunday Times number 1 
bestselller The One Plus One. Me 
Before You has sold over 5 million 
copies worldwide and went to the top 
of the charts in 9 countries, including 
in Germany where it held the number 
1 slot for 46 weeks. She is one of the 
few authors to have had 3 novels on 
the New York Times bestseller list at 
the same time. A major film 
adaptation of Me Before You, starring 
Sam Clafin (The Hunger Games) and 
Emilia Clarke (Game of Thrones), is 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR SECTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief author’s biography. 
 
Main purpose: establishing credentials 
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currently in production.Jojo lives in 
Essex with her husband and their 
three children.  
 
 
C) A sample of traditional blurbs from books in my possession and its analysis is 
provided below: 
- Blurb nr. 1 Shopaholic to the Stars by Sophie Kinsella (Black Swan) 
Becky Brandon (née Bloomwood) is 
in Hollywood! 
 
She’s hanging out with celebs… or at 
least she will be, once her husband 
Luke introduces her to his new A-list 
client, Sage Seymour. 
 
Becky sets her heart on a new career 
– she’s going to be a stylist to the 
stars! And when a chance encounter 
thrusts her into the limelight, she 
grabs her opportunity. But in between 
choosing clutch bags and chasing 
celebrities, Becky loses touch with 
her family and her best friend… 
Caught up in the whirlwind of 
Tinseltown, has Becky gone too far 
this time?  
“ATTENTION-SEEKING DEVICES” 
(caption in red and in bold type) 
 
Main purpose: catching the reader’s 
attention 
 
Information about the book.  
Brief summary of the plot, introduction 
to the setting and main characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content  
 
 
“CURIOSITY AROUSER” 
(question about the book’s content) 
 
Main purpose: rousing the potential 
reader’s interest. 
“Another delightful page-turner from 
the author of the best-selling 
Shopaholic series” Closer 
 
“Great fun… Kinsella had me 
laughing from page one” 
Woman&Home 
 
“Fast-paced fun” Glamour 
 
ENDORSEMENT by means of 
REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials, both praising the book and 
the author. 
 
 
- Blurb nr. 2 The Sound and the Fury by William Faulkner (Vintage) 
With an introduction by Richard 
Hughes 
Information about the introduction  
Main purpose: highlighting the value of 
this particular edition. 
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“Faulkner has inexhaustible 
invention, powerful imagination, 
and he writes like an angel” Arnold 
Bennet 
BYLINED ENDORSEMENT 
highlighted by means of “ATTENTION-
SEEKING DEVICES” 
(caption in red and in bold type) 
 
 
Main purposes: catching the potential 
readers’ attention and persuading them to 
buy the book by recommending it and 
establishing credentials praising the 
author. 
 
Depicting the gradual disintegration 
of the Compson family through four 
fractured narratives, The Sound and 
the Fury explores intense, passionate 
family relationships where there is no 
love, only self-centredness. At its 
heart this is a novel about 
lovelessness – ‘Only an idiot has no 
grief; only a fool would forget it. 
What else is there in this world sharp 
enough to stick to your guts?’ 
Information about the book.  
Brief summary of the plot, introduction 
to the setting and main characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content  
“CURIOSITY AROUSER” 
(book’s excerpt and question about the 
book’s content) 
 
Main purpose: rousing the potential 
reader’s interest. 
“One of the most important works of 
American literature this century” 
Observer 
ENDORSEMENT by means of 
REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials. 
 
- Blurb nr. 3 England’s Lane by Joseph Connolly (Quercus) 
JIM & MILLY. 
STAN & JANE. 
JONATHAN & FIONA. 
WINTER, 1959. 
 
“ATTENTION-SEEKING DEVICES” 
(caption in capital letters, in bold type 
and in green and pink) 
 
Three married couples: each living in 
England’s Lane, ech with an only 
child, and each attending to family, 
and their livelihoods – the 
ironmonger’s, the sweetshop and the 
butcher’s. 
 
Information about the book.  
Brief summary of the plot, introduction 
to the setting and main characters. 
 
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content  
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Each of them living a lie, disguising 
sin, and coping in the only way they 
know how. 
 
FROM THE FRONT COVER: 
 
“May well be his masterpiece” Daily 
Mail 
 
“There are moments when England’s 
Lane poses a national portrait… 
Sophisticated and satisfying” 
Observer 
 
 
ENDORSEMENT by means of 
REVIEW EXCERPTS 
 
Main purposes: persuading potential 
readers to buy the book by 
recommending it and establishing 
credentials. 
 
- Blurb nr. 4 Antony and Cleopatra by William Shakespeare (Wordsworth 
Classics) 
 
 
 
WORDSWORTH CLASSICS 
 
ANTONY AND 
CLEOPATRA 
 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
 
HEADLINES 
 
Publisher’s name and indication of the 
series 
 
Title of the book in bold type and capital 
letters  
Author’s name  
In Antony and Cleopatra the majesty 
of the characterisation and the poetry 
of the language reveal Shakespeare in 
full maturity and sureness of touch. 
The unseemliness of the erotic 
obsession of two powerful lovers past 
their fisrt youth is shown to lead 
inexorably to personal and political 
tragedy. 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PLOT. 
Introduction to the setting and main 
characters.  
Main purpose: providing a description 
of the book’s content and carrying out 
some evaluation (evaluative elements are 
underlined). 
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Graphic A. Percentage of the Blurb’s Moves on the  
Book’s Back/Front Cover 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TThe graphic displays the frequency of each move on the  
front/back cover of the book (the frequency is expressed as a  
percentage of the total number of blurbs which form the  
traditional corpus) 
 
Graphic B. Types of Curiosity Arousers 
 
  
 The graphic shows the percentage of use of each type of curiosity  
arouser out of a total number of 33 blurbs resorting to this strategy  
(corpus of traditional blurbs) 
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http://wordyenglish.com/lit/i/blurbing_Are_You_A_Bromide.png 
1.3- Gelett Burgess at work: http://f.tqn.com/y/grammar/1/W/w/n/-/-
/Gelett_Burgess-2.jpg 
1.4- The Burgess Unabridged page with the definition of blurb: 
https://stancarey.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/gelett-burgess-blurb-entry-
in-burgess-unabridged.jpg 
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1.6- Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass second edition: 
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1.8- Emma Healey’s novel Elizabeth is Missing Penguin Paperback edition 
front cover: 
http://giotto.ibs.it/cop/cop.aspx?s=A&f=200&x=0&e=9780241968185    
1.9- Penguin Books founder Sir Allen Lane: 
http://blogs.spectator.co.uk/files/2013/06/3267607.jpg 
1.10- The first ten Penguin books: 
http://treasures.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/domains/shelleysghost.bodleian.ox.ac.u
k/local/cache/63-2704-e-45.jpg300x220.35.jpg 
1.11- An example of blover: http://ecx.images-
amazon.com/images/I/51VLLt2fRQL._SY344_BO1,204,203,200_.jpg    
   Chapter 2: 
2.4- An example of an offering-incentive move carried out by Amazon.co.uk: 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Elizabeth-Missing-Emma-Healey/dp/0241003504     
   Chapter 4: 
4.1- Amazon’s web page: Kate Atkinson’s novel A God in Ruins (moves from 1 
to 4): http://www.amazon.co.uk/God-Ruins-Kate-
Atkinson/dp/0385618700/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433165803&sr
=1-1&keywords=a+god+in+ruins      
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4.2- Amazon’s web page: Kate Atkinson’s novel A God in Ruins (central 
section): http://www.amazon.co.uk/God-Ruins-Kate-
Atkinson/dp/0385618700/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433165803&sr
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information section): http://www.amazon.co.uk/God-Ruins-Kate-
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=1-1&keywords=a+god+in+ruins    
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Atkinson/dp/0385618700/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433165803&sr
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Atkinson/dp/0385618700/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433165803&sr
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i- Barnes&Noble: www.barnesandnoble.com 
ii- Amazon.co.uk:  www.amazon.co.uk 
 iii- Penguin Books: www.penguin.co.uk 
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- From Amazon.co.uk: ( www.amazon.co.uk) 
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1) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Us-David-
Nicholls/dp/0340897015/ref=zg_bs_books_8   
2) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Girl-Train-Paula-
Hawkins/dp/0857522310/ref=zg_bs_books_4 
3) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Are-All-Completely-Beside-
Ourselves/dp/184668966X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433167176&
sr=1-1&keywords=we+are+all+completely+beside+ourselves  
4) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Elizabeth-Missing-Emma-
Healey/dp/0241968186/ref=zg_bs_books_19  
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Atkinson/dp/0385618700/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433167346&sr
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9) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Shepherds-Life-Tale-
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Zoella/dp/0141357274/ref=zg_bsar_books_14 
11) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Gone-Girl-Gillian-
Flynn/dp/0753827662/ref=zg_bsar_books_15 
12) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Fault-Stars-John-
Green/dp/0141345659/ref=zg_bsar_books_48 
13) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Personal-Jack-Reacher-Lee-
Child/dp/0857502662/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433167647&sr=1-
1&keywords=personal+lee+child 
14) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Husbands-Secret-Liane-
Moriarty/dp/1405911662/ref=zg_bsar_books_36 
15) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Sister-Rosamund-
Lupton/dp/0749942010/ref=zg_bsar_books_25 
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16) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Narrow-Road-Deep-
North/dp/0701189053/ref=zg_bsar_books_39  
17) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Me-Before-You-Jojo-
Moyes/dp/0718157834/ref=zg_bsar_books_93 
18) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Born-Survivors-Wendy-
Holden/dp/0751557382/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433167901&sr=
1-1&keywords=born+survivors 
19) http://www.amazon.co.uk/All-Light-We-Cannot-
See/dp/0008138303/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433167941&sr=1-
1&keywords=All+the+Light+We+Cannot+See 
20) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Good-Life-Martina-
Cole/dp/1472200977/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433167970&sr=1-
1&keywords=The+Good+Life 
21) http://www.amazon.co.uk/When-God-Rabbit-Sarah-
Winman/dp/0755379306/ref=zg_bsar_books_21  
22) http://www.amazon.co.uk/I-Am-Pilgrim-Terry-
Hayes/dp/0552160962/ref=zg_bsar_books_53 
23) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Do-No-Harm-Stories-
Surgery/dp/178022592X/ref=zg_bsar_books_66 
24) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Wild-A-Journey-Lost-
Found/dp/1782394869/ref=zg_bsar_books_29 
25) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Still-Alice-Lisa-
Genova/dp/1471140822/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433168328&sr=
1-1&keywords=still+alice 
26) http://www.amazon.co.uk/How-Build-Girl-Caitlin-
Moran/dp/0091949017/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433168361&sr=1
-1&keywords=how+to+build+a+girl 
27) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Shock-Fall-Nathan-
Filer/dp/000749145X/ref=zg_bsar_books_81 
28) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Goldfinch-Donna-
Tartt/dp/0349139636/ref=zg_bsar_books_60 
29) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Stoner-Vintage-Classics-John-
Williams/dp/0099561549/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1433168518&sr
=1-1&keywords=stoner 
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30) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Looking-For-Alaska-John-
Green/dp/0007424833/ref=zg_bsar_books_74 
31) http://www.amazon.co.uk/This-Boy-Alan-
Johnson/dp/0552167010/ref=zg_bsar_books_75 
32) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Cuckoos-Calling-Cormoran-
Strike/dp/0751549258/ref=zg_bsar_books_76 
33) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Captivated-You-Crossfire-Sylvia-
Day/dp/1405916400/ref=zg_bsar_books_85 
34) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-That-Kind-Girl-
Learned/dp/0008101264/ref=zg_bsar_books_98 
35) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Silkworm-Cormoran-Strike-Robert-Galbraith-
x/dp/1408704021/ref=zg_bsar_books_96 
36) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Bridget-Jones-Mad-About-
Boy/dp/0224098098/ref=zg_bsar_books_14 
37) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Unlikely-Pilgrimage-Harold-
Fry/dp/0552778095/ref=zg_bsar_books_16 
38) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Wolf-Hall-Hilary-
Mantel/dp/0007230206/ref=zg_bsar_books_53 
39) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Bring-Up-Bodies-Hilary-
Mantel/dp/0007315104/ref=zg_bsar_books_56 
40) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Doctor-Sleep-Shining-Book-
2/dp/1444761161/ref=zg_bsar_books_62 
41) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Saints-Shadow-Bible-Inspector-
Rebus/dp/1409144747/ref=zg_bsar_books_64 
42) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Never-Go-Back-Jack-
Reacher/dp/0593065743/ref=zg_bsar_books_78 
43) http://www.amazon.co.uk/An-Officer-Spy-Robert-
Harris/dp/0091944554/ref=zg_bsar_books_81 
44) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Pagan-Lord-Warrior-Chronicles-
Book/dp/0007331908/ref=zg_bsar_books_100 
45) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Fifty-Shades-Grey-E-
James/dp/0099579936/ref=zg_bsar_books_99 
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46) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Fifty-Shades-Darker-E-
James/dp/0099579928/ref=zg_bsar_books_2 
47) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Before-I-Go-To-
Sleep/dp/0552164135/ref=zg_bsar_books_7 
48) http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Casual-Vacancy-J-
Rowling/dp/140870420X/ref=zg_bsar_books_12 
49) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Call-midwife-True-Story-
1950s/dp/0753827875/ref=zg_bsar_books_36 
50) http://www.amazon.co.uk/Room-Emma-
Donoghue/dp/0330519026/ref=zg_bsar_books_11 
 
-From Penguin Books (www.penguin.co.uk): 
 
1) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/a-ship-of-war/9780241952061/  
 2) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/until-the-sea-shall-give-up-her-
dead/9780241952078/ 
3) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/rainbow-six/9781405915472/  
4) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/there-but-for-the/9780141970103/  
5) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/billy-liar/9780141041735/ 
6) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/lucky-jim/9780141958040/ 
7) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/the-sport-of-queens/9780141942247/ 
8) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/the-children-of-dynmouth/9780141964867/ 
9) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/the-chrysalids/9780241950609/  
10) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/the-world-until-yesterday/9781846148156/ 
11) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/wars-of-the-roses-trinity/9780718196370/ 
12) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/latecomers/9780141048291/ 
13)http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/the-black-swan/9781846145650/ 
14) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/paradise-postponed/9780241950616/  
15) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/a-kestrel-for-a-knave/9780141958026/ 
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16) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/im-the-king-of-the-castle/9780141041940/  
17) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/another-part-of-the-wood/9780141048307/ 
18) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/treasures-of-time/9780141044859/ 
19) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/the-guns-of-august//9780241968215/  
20) http://www.penguin.co.uk/books/scenes-from-provincial- 
life/9780141046884/ 
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29. Looking for Alaska by John Green. HarperCollins (2011) 
30. Me Before You by Jojo Moyes. Penguin (2012) 
31. Mockingjay by Suzanne Collins. Scholastic Press (2011) 
32. Mr Vertigo by Paul Auster. Faber & Faber (1994) 
33. My Àntonia by Willa Cather. Oxford World’s Classics (2008) 
34. Of Mice and Man by John Steinbeck. Penguin Red Classics (2006) 
35. Personal by Lee Child. Bantam (2015) 
36. Remember Me? by Sophie Kinsella. Black Swan (2008) 
37. Revival by Stephen King. Hodder & Stoughton (2014) 
38. Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe. Penguin Popular Classics (1994) 
39. Sex and the City by Candace Bushnell. Abacus (2008) 
40. Shopaholic to the Stars by Sophie Kinsella. Black Swan (2015) 
41. Someday this Pain will be Useful to You by Peter Camero. Picador (2009) 
42. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain. Penguin Popular Classics 
(1994) 
43. The All-Girl Filling Station’s Last Reunion by Fannie Flagg. Vintage (2015) 
44. The Awakening and Other Stories by Kate Chopin. Oxford World’s Classics 
(2008) 
45. The Ballad of a Small Player by Lawrence Osborne. Hogarth (2014) 
46. The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. Penguin Fiction (2010) 
47. The Chase by Janet Evanovich and Lee Goldberg. Bantam Books (2014) 
48. The Fault in Our Stars by John Green. Penguin (2013) 
49. The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins. Doubleday (2015) 
50. The Good Soldier by Ford Madox Ford. Alma Classics (2013) 
51. The Grapes of Wrath, by John Steinbeck. Penguin Modern Classics (2000) 
52. The Hunt for Red October by Tom Clancy. Berkley Novel (1988) 
53. The Husband List by Janet Evanovich and Dorien Kelly. St. Martin’s Paperbacks 
(2013) 
54. The Husband's Secret by Liane Moriarty. Penguin (2013) 
55. The Incident and Other Stories by Marcus Bastel. Penguin (2011) 
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56. The Last of the Mohicans by James Fenimore Cooper. Wordsworth Classics 
(1995) 
57. The Marriage Plot by Jeffrey Eugenides. Fourth Estate  
58. The Narrow Road to the Deep North by Richard Flanagan. Vintage (2015) 
59. The Old Man and the Sea by Ernest Hemingway. Arrow Books (2004) 
60. The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky. MTV Books edition 
(2012) and Simon & Schuster’s edition (2012) 
61. The Secret by Rhonda Byrne. Simon&Schuster (2006) 
62. The Sound and the Fury by William Faulkner. Vintage Books (1995) 
63. The Things We Know Now by Catherine Dunne. Pan (2013) 
64. The Turn of the Screw by Henry James. Collins Classics (2011) 
65. The Undomestic Goddess by Sophie Kinsella. Black Swan (2006) 
66. To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow Books (2010) 
67. Twilight by Stephenie Meyer. Atom (2007) 
68. Ultimate Weapon by Chris Ryan. Arrow Books (2006) 
69. Unlucky 13 by James Patterson and Maxine Paetro. Arrow Books (2014) 
70. What a Carve up by Jonathan Coe. Penguin (2014) 
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From Penguin’s website: 
 
1. A Kestrel for a Knave by Barry Hines. Penguin (2010) 
2. Another Part of the Wood by Beryl Bainbridge. Penguin (2010) 
3. A Ship of War by Sean Thomas Russell. Penguin (2013) 
4. Billy Liar by Keith Waterhouse. Penguin (2010) 
5. I'm the King of the Castle by Susanne Hill. Penguin (2010) 
6. Latecomers by Anita Brookner. Penguin (2010) 
7. Lucky Jim by Kingsley Amis. Penguin (2010) 
8. Paradise Postponed by John Mortimer. Penguin (2010) 
9. Rainbow Six by Tom Clancy. Penguin (2013) 
10. Scenes from Provincial Life by William Cooper. Penguin (2010) 
11. The Black Swan by Nassim Nicholas Taleb. Allen Lane (2011) 
12. The Children Of Dynmouth by William Trevor. Penguin (2010) 
13. The Chrysalids by John Wyndham. Penguin (2010) 
14. The Guns Of August by Barbara Tuchman. Penguin (2014) 
15. There but for the by Ali Smith. Penguin (2012) 
16. The Sport of Queens by Dick Francis. Penguin (2012) 
17. The World Until Yesterday by Jared Diamond. Penguin (2013) 
18. Treasures of Time by Penelope Lively. Penguin (2010) 
19. Until the Sea Shall Give Up Her Dead by Sean Thomas Russell. Penguin (2015) 
20. Wars of the Roses: Trinity by Conn Iggulden. Penguin (2014) 
From Amazon’s website: 
1. A God in Ruins by Kate Atkinson. Doubleday (2015) 
2. All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr. Fourth Estate (2015) 
3. An Officer and a Spy by Robert Harris. Hutchinson (2013) 
4. Before I Go to Sleep by S.J. Watson. Black Swan (2012) 
5. Born Survivors by Wendy Holden. Sphere (2015) 
6. Bridget Jones: Mad About the Boy by Helen Fielding. Jonathan Cape (2013)  
7. Bring up the Bodies by Hilary Mantel. Fourth Estate (2013) 
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8. Call the Midwife: A True Story of the East End in the 1950s by Jennifer Worth. 
W&N (2012) 
9. Captivated by You (Crossfire) by Sylvia Day. Penguin (2014) 
10. Doctor Sleep by Stephen King. Hodder & Stoughton (2013) 
11. Do No Harm: Stories of Life, Death and Brain Surgery by Henry Marsh. W&N 
(2014) 
12. Elizabeth is Missing by Emma Healey. Penguin (2015) 
13. Fifty Shades Darker by E.L. James. Arrow (2012) 
14. Fifty Shades of Grey by E.L. James. Arrow (2012) 
15. Girl Online by Zoe Sugg, aka Zoella. Penguin (2014) 
16. Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn. W&N (2013) 
17. How to Build a Girl by Caitlin Moran. Ebury Press (2015) 
18. I am Pilgrim by Terry Hayes. Corgi (2014) 
19. Looking for Alaska by John Green. HarperCollins (2011) 
20. Me Before You by Jojo Moyes. Penguin (2012) 
21. Never Go Back by Lee Child. Bantam Press (2013) 
22. Not That Kind of Girl: A Young Woman Tells You What She's Learned by Lena 
Dunham. Fourth Estate (2014) 
23. Personal by Lee Child. Bantam (2015) 
24. Room by Emma Donoghue. Picador (2011) 
25. Saints of the Shadow Bible by Ian Rankin. Orion (2013) 
26. Sister by Rosamund Lupton. Piatkus (2010) 
27. Still Alice by Lisa Genova. Simon & Schuster UK (2015) 
28. Stoner: A Novel by John Williams. Vintage Classics (2012)  
29. The Children Act by Ian McEwan. Vintage (2015) 
30. The Casual Vacancy by J.K. Rowling. Little Brown 
31. The Cuckoo’s Calling by Robert Galbraith. Sphere (2014) 
32. The Fault in Our Stars by John Green. Penguin (2013) 
33. The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkings. Doubleday (2015) 
34. The Goldfinch by Donna Tartt. Abacus (2014) 
35. The Good Life by Martina Cole. Headline (2015) 
36. The Husband's Secret by Liane Moriarty. Penguin (2013) 
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37. The Miniaturist by Jessie Burton. Picador (2015) 
38. The Narrow Road to the Deep North by Richard Flanagan. Vintage (2015) 
39. The Pagan Lord by Bernard Cornwell. HarperCollins (2013) 
40. The Shepherd's Life: A Tale of the Lake District by James Rebanks. Allen Lane 
(2015) 
41. The Shock of the Fall by Nathan Filer. The Borough Press (2014) 
42. The Silkworm by Robert Galbraith. Sphere (2014) 
43. The Unlikely Pilgrimage Of Harold Fry by Rachel Joyce. Black Swan (2013) 
44. This Boy by Alan Johnson. Corgi (2014) 
45. To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee. Arrow: 50th Anniversary Edition (2010) 
46. Us by David Nicholls. Hodder Paperbacks (2015) 
47. We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves by Karen Joy Fowler. Serpent’s Tail 
(2014) 
48. When God was a Rabbit by Sarah Winman. Headline Review (2011) 
49. Wild: A Journey from Lost to Found by Cheryl Strayed. Atlantic Books (2015) 
50. Wolf Hall by Hilary Mantel. Fourth Estate (2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
